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er !”
lie immediately thereafter assumed his been enacted the
slide in the above canon yesterday aiter- individually’, are, or claim to he, a gentlewe say that we only gut insurance
when
westvisit
tho
in
ol
to
the
that
my
our
possible
hours ot labor under the
lonely family
tragedy
wlych my ern
all ol the whistle would be so much rewilds in search of DeFonvilte, that on type, machinery and paper stock. Mr. noon. The slide occurred between one man and a soldier, and as such responsiusually happy manner, and, taking his college chum had been the victim.
This is no threat, general; not inble.
duced that we would all be the
Out Hairs Nimbekeo.
The postmaster at the bleak station at one day I took the sjone from my trunk to Phillips acknowledges manfully that he and two o'clock, and was one of the heav
Somebody portfolio from the table, said ;
gainers
“l>y the way, my dear boy, I have which the last letter 1 had received from show to a friend who had dropped in to was mistaken—that he supposed wo were iest that has come down this winter. It tended as such. But we are not in the
ratlier than losers by the change? These! has been at the trouble of calculating the
made you another
on
are questions which" have been
enigma, and if 1 am DeFonville had been mailed, did not recol- see me. 1 gave him the merest sketch of properly insured, but that does not pay us started from near the top ot the mountain, habit of being insulted, and generally do
forced up- average number ot hairs which grow
It is found not greatly mistaken, it will bother you lect the letter, nor, of course, the individ- its history, carelessly remarking that 1 lor any losses. The experience has been above the Richmond mine, and descend- not submit to it." This sort ot adhomion our mind by seeing
an average person’s head.
farm
ordinary
operthe nem the Lieutenant General had to submit
ations carried on in a wholesale manner that the number varies according to the considerably.”
ual that mailed it, so there was nothing could never make anything out of it, and a very expensive one to us, and we relate iu,r with irresistible furv, crossed
Corn- ! to as best he might.
DeFonville possessed a genius for com- for me to do under the
the
off
is
carried
Wellington
that
if
hair
our
it
in
detail
to
to
me
its
[Baltimore Gazette.
a
or
blonde
he
discover
was
able
to
of
hair.
but
business
color
the
circumstances
by
impress upon
contempo- gulch,
Light
manager. We
thoroughly
do not propose to answer them, but have, the most luxuriant, the average ot this posing enigmas, and I possessed, it seem- to strike boldly into the wilderness, and hidden meaning, I should feel obliged to raries and those in other kinds ot business pane's blacksmith shop, the two men who
of
American manuwith their
The heaviest item
the importance of reading their policies were in it narrowly escaping
introduced the subject believing it of vital1 .color beifig 140.000. When the hair is ed, as great a genius for deciphering them. trust to chance for a clew of him I sought. him.
is that of our refined pefacture
with
the
ease
below
The
which
I
hundred
exported
read
all
one
yards
lives.
About
with
apparent
When he took the stone lie was rocking forwards and backwards
One night, wearied with a hard day’s
theextremimportance to the farming community att brown the usual number is much less,
troleum. It foots up to the enormous figand hieroglyphics he
travel on horseback, 1 stopped at a little himself gently in his chair. Laying it in est care, that not the smallest possible Richmond the slide overtook eight "snaklarge, and, especially, to the farmers off being only 110.000, while black hairs reach the dark waitings
No other
him
to
submitted
considerame, annoyed
his
our loved New
the companies to I ers"—men who were engaged in drawing ure of $37,000,000 annually.
It
rude
for
the
hut
be
left
a
in
ho
it
E.
;.
amount
ot
103.000.
a
only
small
homos.
minute,
log
open
surveyed
loop-hole
palm,
standing
average
clearing,
[N.
England
1
article even approximates
Farmer
might, naturally be supposed that a light- bly, and it seemed to be the great aim ot and begged permission of the proprietor carelessly, and continued his rocking. squirm out of. Since it has been noised the ore from the Richmond down the manufacturedthe next
highest being lard,
moments to “lay me out” on a to remain over
haired person,
mountain on raw' hides. All of the unfor- this value,
having the most hair, his leisure
night beneath his roof. He Suddenly, I noticed a deeper interest steal abroad that our fixtures—furniture!
which is $20,000,000 ot exported value.
I
with
their
intellect.
in
soon
stub
and
twisted
seven
would have the
into
horses,
welcomed
an
tunate
me
there
has
been
overhis
was
a
total
and
a
sat
motionless
party,
loss,
weight to carry, regular
eyes—he
cordially, replying to my
the year ending June 30, 18i4, the
Beal kindly and firmly with all men. but it is not so. greatest
That which is lightest handed him the enigma he had given me, expressed willingness to pay him for his slight flush overspread his features ; he al- hauling of policies, and many of the lead- number, were buried in the avalanche. For
of refined oils was 281,000,000 galand you will find it the
as
1
noted
from
the
mines
in
a
is
miners
s
in
color
and
The
export
wears
also
trouble, that my company would be more most immediately resumed his rocking ing business firms have found that their
indulged
hearty laugh
neighboring
policy which
lightest in weight; and a
the best. Above all, do not
of an aggregate value of $37,obi,over
than recompense
and that “Jane” and commenced turning the stone in dif- insurance was written in the same man- turned out and worked bravely to extricate lons,
appear toJ lady with abundant flaxen locks is as the look of astonishment that swept
enough,
residum and crude exported
others what you are not. If
would be near tickled to death at the ferent positions, but I fancied the action ner, and have had it corrected. Don't their fellows, but only succeeded in saving 013, and the
you have8 light headed as one whose tresses are of a his face.
swelled the amount to
10 ®nt*
He arose, and fixing his dark eyes upon chance of waiting on a person whose dress was unnatural, and when, a few moments sleep till you have iound out just what your the lives of two, and one ol those so badly : in the same year
any one, tell him, nott raven hue. Hence it follows that the
others, of what you complain.
that
it
is
lie
can not recover. ! about $41,000,000.
and ways would remind her of her home after, he handed me the
leared
I
and
what
former is of a finer texture.
mean.
miue, said, with a mock seriousness :
remarkinjured
just
polices say
they
enigma,

Large
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Affinities.
Appear.
in these days when our breakfast table readA correspondent of the Ellsworth Ameriis, in considerable part, composed of tly?
can, undoubtedly .Senator Emery of that ing
How

the

notes upon tire assembled editorial wisdom of the state. It
was the comment of a witty young lady,
■itler hinking over the same assemblage on

c.umty, lurnislies

some

a
previous occasion, that “beauty and
brain- do not go together." The writer
whose remarks we copy below gives rather

dillerenl impression Suppressing
painful blushes, we copy—

a

our

A visit to the Editors’ and Publishers’
Convention hero would have been interesting to readers of our-Maine newspapers.
* >ur -Maine editors are well worth
knowing

personally, ( “present company nlwin/s

ex-

compare very favorably
with the members of any profession, in
character, culture and sense. They are
good fellows socially, and humane and
liberal in sentiment. At this last meeting
were
gentlemen well known to Maine
people, through their papers. 1 would
like to introduce some of them to the reader- of the American
Homan of the Maine
Tanner, is conspicuous by his tall figure,
which is very erect. His head is well
thrown back. His gray hair and full gray
whiskers would give him a venerable appearance, i! he would keep his mouth shut,
ami
as n i-t
Keep me lun out oi jus eyes,
lie enjoy.- conversation, and he talks so
well, and makes hint sell' so pleasant, that
what would lie otherwise a rather haughty
appearing man, soften- down to a good-

cepted.”)

They

looking mirth-loving gentleman, weighover k’OU lbs., with a broad, smooth,
good-humored countenance, and kindh

ing

eyes, full of
I

good

will to

men.

lie is

a

niversalist, and believes that all men will
be saved, and that they uih/lit to be saved,

and that humanity is a deal better than we
generally suppo-e
Pillsbury ot the Maine Standard, does
not look half so
belligerent as his paper

)

reads. He is a plump, well-fed gentleman,
with a well-balanced head, line smooth
dark hair and whiskers, now streaked with
gray. His features are regular, his eyes
dark, with a pleasant twinkle that attracts
His toneyou, when talking with him.
are
liquid, hi- conversation persuasive,
and his speeches are eloquent.
Sprague, the political editor ol the Kennebec Journal, did riot attend this session,
but that paper was represented by Howard
Owen, h eal editm. Owen don't brag on
hi- personal beauty so much as he really
might, lie seems indeed to be perfectly
indifferent to anything ot the kind
He
is small in stature, but he has a close,
gritty appearance, that tells of endurance.
His features are irregular, but there is expression in every one of them. He lias a
quick eye for the ludicrous, and ha lots
of native wit, which bubbles up iu all his
conversation. Mr N'a.-li, the other partner, is a quiet young man, with a watchful
east
f ei uutcnance, indicating precision.
Simpson ot the Belfast Journal, is well
known to the democracy ol Hancock Counts.
IB. is a gentleman, and a right down
good fellow to meet. He is ot line personal appearance, well-formed, with rich
black hair and clear cut face, His com ersation is as racy as his paper
ivusi, hi me J regressive -Age, is a sonu,
square built man, with a well-proportioned
head, lie is an intense man, but with a
lair share ol humor
.Morrell, of the Gardiner Home Journal,
is well-looking, of sarcastic speech, but ol
sincere leeling.
Wood, of the Wiseasset Oracle, is a
natty young man, with elegant moustache,
and li vings to match. He is the Secretary,
and is a model of neatness and precision.
Richardson, ol the Advertiser, is tall
and slender, with a long head and sharp
lie wears an earnest, and somewhat
face.
impatient expression of countenance, aif the stains in ,jw, did not suit him
J’nllen, of the Press, was not here. In
his place was Mr. Fester, local editor, a
pleasant looking young man. of about

thirty.

Shaw, of the Christian Mirror, is personally known to Hancock County.
Perry, of the Camden Herald, is'a young
man of good sense and
intelligence.
Butler, of the Biddeiord Journal, is an
alert, sell-possessed man, quick in thought
and action.
1 must not pass over FI well, of the Portland Franseript. who may perhaps In; called a chunky fellow in physique. His head
is a little bald, and with his spectacles on,
he has the merry, kindly look of many ol
the mcdkeval saints, ile is brim full of
h nnor, talents, and has a genuine scholarly wit that charms but does not wound.
Gov. Diugley, of the Lewiston Journal,
needs no introduction.
1 can't introduce any more, of them at
this time, though there are many more
worth knowing.
The

New

Trials of Mariners,

York, Fell.

are reported as
through yesterday.

bouts

way

1.’

Only the Sound
having cut their

cross-examination of Theodore Tilton, and the
cx.miination-in-ehief of the mutual friend Moul-

and our eggs and buckwheat cakes are
alternated with the comments of the newspapers on the progress in the trial of the great
Beocher-Tilton scandal suit, the ranks of tliw
1'latonist.s grow thin, and the few followers ot
the ancient philosopher who still cling to the

tain

or

uncertain
the

developed

age.

Jl is, also,

fur Now VnrLon
the

Wfla

Villon in witli

ljV tlio

10th inst., oft' Montank.
Many of the Nevada’s crew were badly*
trost bitten.
An officer and six seamen
were sent on board from the Grant to assist in working the ship into port.
The bark Walter Armington, Jr., from
Rockland lor St. John, N. B., before reported missing, arrived at Bermuda, Jan.
BOth, short ot ballast, having been driven
off the coast, and sailed fdr her destination
Feb. Jth.
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Platonic, are much exercised in their minds,
by the tear that their motives may be suspected, others because no amount of delicate
attentions, worsted work and exhibitions of

trustful confidence suffices to keep their favorite
gentleman friend up to the mark; and the most
promising ease of tin* pure Platonic will droop
and die, without an occasional interview between the subjects or disciples: two are as
necessary to it as to a dialogue.
But the things of this world ar- not going
to everlasting smash because tin* great teacher,
who lias been, for so long a time, “a biirnin
an* a shinin’ light to a' this place.” is louud to
be unable to run a “natural affiinity” and a
“Platonic affection” side by side, in double harvehicle.
ness, ;i- it wore, and hitched to the same
A gentleman who has been out on the Flatbush

he, ought
Island roads
( uiiey
have known that such a hitch-lip could not
be safe. Either filly is docile enough in single
bn* /<*iiit jaiiurn:if could not Jiave hand>•»

and

often

together, and it is not recorded that he
ventured upon the experiment. The re-

led them
ever

sult of the error, into which the reverend trainlias fallen i- a lamentable “spill’’ disastrous
in it- consequences in many directions. The
damage to the vehicle is irreparable; it is an

er

The driver is almost certain to
be ruled olf the course or track, by the tribunal
which has his case under advisement: the assowreck.

utter

ciation to which lie belongs will be humiliated
through him; and tin* future drivers of “Natural Affinity.’’ and trainers of “Platonic Affec-

gather up the reins with a nervousand infirmity of purpose which may re-

tion." will
ness

sult in further catastrophes.
Ji
of

:

SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
tin* Post Office to which
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the paper has been sent as well as the one to which
it is to go.
Bates & Locke, 34 Park Row, New York,
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for the Journal.
are

Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
date oil tlie colored slips attached to the paper. It
is tin* only form of receipt now' used. For instance,
16 May 74, means that the subscription is paid to that
date. When a new payment is made, the date will
be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ABE
REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR DATES ABE
CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears are requested to
forward the sums due
4irln sending money, state THE POST OFFICE
to which the paper is sent.-^car

as

t<*

The

believers in that pure and spiritual affeeti.oi are not to lie put to the blush on account
of an accident for which they are in uo wise to
blame, if the actors in the ease now before
the public had been of the number of the faithtrue

Shop,

Rum

Temperance

The

Another revolving year brings to us its
annual otlicial report of the amount of
of by the

gin, brandy, etc., disposed

ruin,

authorized agent of the state of Maine,
located at Portland. And what a queer
thing it is, when you come to think of it,

such attribute of man, in nature, as an affection which may lie called Platonic? Was it

every town in Maine, eacli directed and
controlled by a poor, weak mortal, as feeble when assailed by the temptations of
any of the rest of us! Or is that
the peddling of wet damnation, in its
as

sanctified state, converts the traffickers into angels ol' honesty and conscientious?

ness

Mr. How is the
the

to

lucky

man

who succeeds

a

perquisites

strong party

tion.

assessment

We observe with

.just before elec-

surprise

that Bel-

possible, or has it ceased to be possible fast
bought only $477 worth, which at $3
to regard a woman with a tender
would be but 159 gallons to
friendship such as he might have for a delicate per gallon
man

and sensitive youth of his own sex. who, with
mental and moral power equal to his own.
should sometimes need the aid of a stronger
arm to help him on life's road?
lias nature
made man so bestial that this thing cannot he?
Doubtless we can, all of us, call to mind instances of the beginnings of such friendships,
buds of promise which, sooner or later, shew
-ign> of the ravage of the worm, or the touch
of frost, and never came to the maturity of full
blown friendships. In the mythic fictions, all
such

friendships

between the

desses terminated

unfortunately

gods
or

and

which might Dc cited among distinguished French women who maintained socalled Platonic attachments, all occurred after
both parties had grown old, and jaded with the
and the

cases

world's pleasures, and when they were drawn
together solely by the love of. and almost necessity for a daily encounter of wits. We are constrained to believe that “Plutonic affections”
the Scotch say, "Kittle cattle,” and require the n ost careful management- to insure
owners of them against mishaps, hut we are
are.

not

as

quite

convinced of the

impossibility

of their

existence.
■•natural affinity” any cause to be abashed, because their pet lias behaved badly when joined
with riiuonie affection, and lias helped to bring
low those who stood ill high places. The Aflinitists have a stronger ease than the Platonists. We are all of 11s believers in affinities,
natural ami chemical. We believe in
man

affinity

be-

ami his fellow, between woman and

its primitive force and virtue, in spite of many
artificial surroundings.
Without this engaging and winning force there would he fewer
and still fewer

happy

ones, for the

greater number of matings, or mis-matings,
would come into the category of “bargains and
sales," and divorces would increase in the laud.

Surely, it is a sad business when two unfortunates, led astray by the mistaken belief that
the glamour of passion was the true affinity,
have been tied together only to find themselves
struggling against

their bonds in the midst of a
great desert of hate and aversion, with occasional glimpses above the horizon of a mirage of
their

anticipated joys. The Courts, however,
iu these days have great discretionary powers,
and such cases are remarkable.
But when

a

man

finds that he has -a natural

affinity”
same

for his neighbor's wife, and at the
time detects within himself a disposition

to call it "a Platonic affection,” the best thing
for him to do is to whistle “down brakes” and

hang,

out

Oxford county, bought $5,544.10 worth,
which would be a gallon apiece for every
Lewman, woman and child in the place.

iston,

lantern made of red glass.

He
He cannot manage
the two. They are as incompatible as the service of God and Mammon. Where the natural
affinity exists, there can be no Platonic affection. And where the latter is possible, the
former is impossible.
B.
a

must not deceive

himself.

Centennial Commission, There was
meeting of the Centennial Commission
held at the Falmouth yesterday afternoon.
The resignation of Hon. C. P. Kimball as
a

Woman's Suffrage Convention.
president of the commission was offered,
The Womans’ Suffrage Association held
as that gentleman is about to leave the
its annual talk at Augusta on Friday.
State. It was occopted and J. II. AlcMulSpeeches were made by Mrs. Lucy Stone
and her husband, Miss Eastman. Rev. A. lan, Esq., of this city, was elected in his
Gage of Lewiston, Mrs. Abba Goold Wool- stead. The following resolutions were
son and Rev. Miss Haines of Hallowed.
passed.
I lie hail ot the House of
Representatives
Whereas. The Hon. ('has. 1*. Kimball, being
will be well filled afternoon and
evening. about to remove from the State, has deemed it
The following officers were elected :
necessary to resign the position of President of
President Benjamin
this Board:
Ivingsburv Jr
Resolved. That our association with Mr. KimCorresponding Secretary—Mrs ( A
ball thus far has established a high sense of the
(Juiuby ol Augusta.
value of his energy and public spirit, and also
Recording Secretary—Mrs. W. E Eaton his
devotedness to the interest of our State and
of Dexter.
this Board: and that while we deeply regret
Treasurer—Mrs. W. K. Lancv of Pitta the necessity which compels liis resignation as
field.
our President, his removal from this State will
not involve his withdrawal as a member of our
Resolutions were passed asking the
Legislature to enact a law giving women the Board, but will increase his opportunities of
our objects; that, therefore, we posiprivilege of voting at presidential and promoting
tivelv insist upon a continuance of his memother elections in which the qualifications bership with us. [Portland Argus, 10th.
are not prescribed by the constitution of
the State; to enact a law empowering
How Elizabeth Felt. A new witwomen to administer the oath, etc.; to
make women eligible to office ;
in the Beecher case was introduced
ness
thanking
Messrs. Pike and Talbot, of the constitm
Katie Carey, who lived with the
Tuesday,
tional commission, for their efforts to
abolish distinctions as to sex in the con- family at the time of Brother Beecher’s
stitution; thanking Judge Dickerson for friendly visits, testified—
his dissenting opinion in reference to the
I saw her in the back parlor,
sitting on Beechright ol women to hold office; endorsing er’s knee. It was then in the evening, but I
saw
them
The
distinctly.
the Industrial School for Girls and recomfolding-doors were
I saw his hand on her shoulder, and
open.
mending the appropriation to the Legislahe said, “How do you feel, Elizabeth r> and she
e
ture.
said, “I feel so so.*’ I did not see anything else.

the head quarters of tempergreat exemplar to the rest

now

ance, and the

of the state, required over $10,000 worth
of the fluids. Portland took about the
same.
Bangor called for about $500C

Bucksport, $2,222. Waterville,
perhaps to help build
surprising amount ol

asked for $3,184.10,
that factory. The

went to Whitofield—it may be tc

$2,071

whet the

“avenging

sword.”

The town

Palermo, in this county, didn’t buy a
cent’s worth, being probably satisfied with
of

the

odor of those four barrels

lingering

The great moral spectacle which this
little four page pamphlet affords, ought
not to be confined to the narrow limits ol
11

the state.
while

Neither have the believers in what is called

marriages,

divide among 7000 people. On the othei
hand the little town of Greenwood, in

god- worth.

shamefully,

as-

entertainment which will be the
initiative of Lewiston's movement in aid
of the national centennial in 187(3. We
sist in

an

have held from the beginning that such
a commemoration of the first century o1

have discovered that,

we

every citizen to engage
degrading and demor-

forbidding

in this traffic, as
alizing, the state itself may make its officers rum retailers and tenders of taps,

people, and the positive
elevation of their morals—why it is a

with

safety

to the

The world should know

grand discovery.

a part of Maine’s exit. It ought to
hibit at the Centennial. Let us send Mr.
How thither, with bis hundred thousand

dollar stock, held in the name ol the state.
Eel there be grouped about him specimen

demijohns and representative kegs from
tin* eighty or a hundred towns that he supplies, each with its official tapster. Then
let there lx* displayed a large sign which
shall read
THE

KE.Sl I.T UK TWENTY-IT V E
THE MAINE

YEAlis OK

l.AW.

Then call in the nations ol tin* earth to
Let John Bull see what, his oil-

admire.

have done.

Call the Frenchman,
the German, the Russian, the Austrian,
and ask them what they think of our moral progress. Show it to the Musselman

spring

from the wincless bazars of Constantinople ; to the Brahmin and Parsee, to whom
alcohol is an abomination; to the slant-

eyed disciple of Confucius, whose
stant

them

con-

is the mild cup of tea. Let
how we can touch pitch and not

beverage
see

be therewith defiled ; let them behold how,
like a population of Daniels, we can walk
amid raging lions and never leel their

fangs: how,
of old,

we

flames, and

like the sustained
can

dwell amid

come

of smoke upon

prophets
consuming

forth without the smell

ou>

garments!

Barnabas has got it again. His nominaa secoml term in the Belfast Cus-

tion for
tom

House

was

sent

in

on

Monday.

From

the bottom of our heart we pity the Belfast republicans, who have waited, and
looked, and longed for the place. They
have

in the truest
the

people

past

the progress made by
during the

sense

ol the United States

hundred years, must be

one

lar and not

a

popu-

governmental enterprise.

a

Accepting this as a fundamental principie, we come to a troublesome question.
In the first place, anything short of complete success in the undertaking will be
simply a disgrace to the people ot the
s.
Having invited the nations
Tiow great and how progressive

United Stati
to behold
a

people

ire, and to survey the collect-

we

ed evidences of

a century's progress, it is
necessary to show that, a confession of indifference or ot impotence to carry out the programme we have so loudly

hardly

would lie

proclaimed,

mortifying in the
hardly a citizen who

There is

extreme.

will deny this, or who does not feel a personal interest, in the success ot the centennial.
Yet, notwithstanding this theoretical interest, we find a practical indifference.
The whole tiling is a singular spectacle.
Here is what purports to he a national
centennial exhibition, and yet the country is standing with its hands in its pock-

serious than the usual

co-operation
tude.

disposition

delay
magnidangerous delay. We

But it is

a

to

ot such

mutters

m

could not do the country in which we live,
with its allluence of resources and generosity ol temper, the injustice to believe
that it could lie anything but sorry, should
the centennial, though the procrastination
ol those who should hasten to
support it,
be a failure or a ijuestionable success in
the presence of the nations which have
been asked to

come and participate.
'The other States must act. It was the
proper thing for Philadelphia and Penn-

sylvania to do all they could tor themselves, before they came outside to a.-*k
assistance.

have done their share

They

generously. The measures—tardy,
haps, but effective—taken by those

perwho
have the financial control ol' the undertak-

ing, seem so sensible and practical that
they can hardly fail to secure the co-operation desired.
The

The nation is committed.
for the exhibition are un-

buildings

der way.
faith.

The

projectors
Every State in

on

terested in their

success.

not a diflicult one to

less the whole
be

bly

comprehend ; and
falls

thing

rest of the

while, the

ultimately
helping.
Bringing these

building upthe Union is inThe situation is

are

through

un-

mean-

country will proba-

shamed into

taking

hold

Inane to

our-

and

has appeared this
counsel before two of the legislative committees, with results which he
thinks are in queer contrast. First, he was

Judge

winter

Williamson

as

before the railroad committee, for tiie remonstrants against the Belfast bridge, and
made the point that legal notice had not

selves,

right

tiud that the ladies who have
interests in charge—and

we

tlie centennial

these interests could tune no I letter cus-

todians —have
which

luovc

by

may take part in the
The demand upon the purse co-

work.

of every citizen is thus

operation

definite hum.

Duty and
stand ;

No

patriotism

and

no

given

plead that lie
opportunity to assist.
one can

without

stie is

or

the first

arranged

Lewiston

misunder-

cannot

words

too earnest to

are

express our hope that the support rendered the ladies of the centennial committee
by the people of our two cities may lie

prompt, effective and hearty.
The

Baron

Bribe.

It i.s tlie same, north and south. The
argument which the runners and whippet-;
in of the administration offer to the voter
i.s one which takes tin* lorin of a bribe.
In Maine it. is a

pull

at the town nun

In Massachusetts it is

a

shop.

chance to leaf

on

pay about the navy yards. In the south
the hungry negro is baited with a leg ot
bacon.

All of this

comes

from the treasu-

ry, and the treasury is tilled from the
pockets of the people. It will be remembered that the Lnited States

appropriated

money to relieve tne sufferers by
the Hood in Alabama. Just how that relict fund was used may not be so genersome

ally

understood.

from the

But

we

get

a

glimpse

of Robert Bennett,
a colored man, who testilied before the
investigating committee. He said

testimony

(j. Was there any d sturbance here among
the people in the country ?
A. None at all that
1 saw.
Were you at the election ? A. I was.
You spoke about some bacon which they
gave you; tell us what you know about it yourself, as near as you can. Did you haul any of
that bacon yourself? A. No,'sir; but L was
near the wagons once, and saw it on the wagon.

l). Where was it going to? A. To tlie "tipper; there was a hogshead of it.
Q. Do you know whether it was shoulders,
hums, or what it was? A. 1 did not see inside
of it; the man that had it told me that I would
get. nolle of it; he said, "If you will come on
and do right, you will get two or three shoulders;” I judged from that that it was shoulders.
y. How long was that before the election?
A. It was on Monday evening, the day before
election.
\Y e are at loss whether most to admire
the resources of a country which can take
around provisions by the car load to its

—Elder Garland, notorious in this
region
for his trial and acquittal on a
charge ol
beastly conduct, was recently examined
at
to

Plymouth by a committee ol the church
which he belonged. The conclusion to

which they came was “that the said Elder
George 1). Garland is guilty of conduct
not becoming a Minister of Jesus ('hrist
Which is putting it very mild, indeed.

been given by the petitioners, as required
—The Thomaston correspondent of the
by the statute. He was overruled and (lie
Press says that Gordon, the
Portland
petition granted. Afterwards, he appearThorndike murderer, was put in
committee for the
solitary
ed before the

judiciary

Friday. He and Wagner ocby themselves. Gordon
cupy
was very pale and appeared to have lost
ed, because legal notice had not been
all hope of being saved, while Wagner asgiven, and leave to withdraw was voted, serts that if he should stand on the
gallows
for that reason ! The legislative practice
with the
around his
he
petitioners
tain rights.

ice company, with cerThe opposing counsel object-

for

an

appears to be like the creed of the free
and easy church—
“You will and you won’t.
You shall and vou shan’t;
You’ll be damned if you do,
And be damned if "you don’t."
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caused a feeling of regret wherever he is
known, and especially among his many
warm

personal

friends in Maine.

The

failure resulted from the hard times and
entirely beyond his control. That

matters

for such

CUAPTEK LI.

ClSo.'J.)

popular amusements of this year
were inaugurated in January by the exhibition at City Hall for several days ol the
The

confinement
one

corridor

will not
neck,
rope
believe that God will allow Louis Wagner

to be

hanged.

—Our

Cushing

thanks
lor

men

there

Seven Mile Mirror,

are

a

Panorama ot the

say—

Lucy Stone's Lecture.
by this distinguished advocate of
woman’s rights took place at Hayford Hall on
Thursday evening last. The weather was terribly stormy, with mingled sleet and rain, and
it was a matter of surprise that the hail was
Mrs. Stone
even tolerably tilled,"as it was.
came upon the stage at s o’clock, accompanied
now Judge Dickerson, was
appointed to by Judge Dickerson. She is a lady in the visucceed him. Ho died at Camden in Sep- cinity of oO years of age, with a robust and
tember 187-', aged fifty-nine.
General well developed ligure, an intelligent face in

Customs at this Port in place of Maurice
C. Blake, removed. The subordinate ollices were filled by the appointment of
Ansel Lennan and Ilenry W. Cunningham.
Mr. Treat resigned in August following
and Hon. Ephraim Iv. Smart of Camden
was appointed in his
place. Mr. Smart
held the ollice until his official term expired, when .Jonathan (1. Dickerson, Esq.,

The lecture

died at Washington. 1). C.
in October 1871, aged sixty-five. His remains were brought here for interment.
The day set apart annually for “Humiliation, Fasting and Prayer” occurred this
year on the 11th of April. Instead ol devoting the day to playing ball and shooting
turkeys, as had been the custom of years
before, our merchants and business men
generally, by mutual agreement, refrained
from their ordinary avocations, and the
day was observed more in conformity to
the original design of the institution.

Cunningham

which may be seen indications of great earnestness. yet kiudh ami womanly; a head with unmistakable signs of intellectual strength. Her
dark brown hair was dressed in the plainest
She wore a rich black silk over-dress,
knot
sipiare eorsaged, with lace trimming and a
of ribbons at the throat.
manner.

In introducing the lecturer, Judge Dickerson
saiil that twenty-three years ago, as President
of the Belfast Lecture Association, be had pre-

senteu to the audience ol Unit uay a luuv w uo
the American House and Mr. Baker asWoman's work,
spoke upon the subject of
sumed the sole management.
Fourth of July was celebrated on a wages and education.” He had now the pleasWe had lively times with the steamers
this year; competition at one time bring- larger scale than ever before in this place, ure of again introducing that lecturer, who
ing the tare to Boston down to fifty cents. it being the first one occurring after our would advocate the political equality of Women.
On the third ot January the Boston, Capt. organization as a city ; our patriotism was,
Mrs. Stone said that when she had ou a preT. B Sanford, commenced running to Bos- of course, more than ever exuberant. A vious occasion spoken to a Belfast audience, it
ton, making one trip weekly, and touch- heavy rain in the morning prevented the was in advocacy of more suitable employment,
ing at Portland; in April she began to display of the Procession announced in better wage- and better educational advantages
make two trips per week direct to Boston. me programme, aim luteriereit somewhat
for women. .Since that time much has been
The Admiral, Capt. Wood, commenced with the literary exercises of the day,
Opportunities for education have been
running between Boston, Frankfort and whieh were held in a large canvas tent gained.
doubled ; and the asking has been so far anto erected on the Common.
last
in
her
Hon.
(.'.
trip
Ralph
April;
early
Eastport
as
the west was on the 2Gth day ot March. Johnson, Mayor ot the city, officiated as -wered that the ci-n-Us gives Tl occupations
The Eastern State, Capt. Foster Harding, President of the day, Rev. Cazneau Pal- now open to worn* n. I hi- is a great change.
We learn that Mr. Kimball has accepted began early in April to make one trip per frey as Chaplain, Hon. Xehemiah Abbott The lirat woman physician wa- almost hunted
in July she was taken off as Reader ot the Declaration, and Gov- from tin' community.
Now in almost every
ibis very flattering otter, and has already week to Boston ;
the route and sold to parties .in Philadel- ernor Crosby as Orator. At the conclusion town of every state women practitioner- arc
left tor New York. The best wishes of
phia. The new steamer Daniel Webster, of the exercises there was a public dinner welcomed. On tin platform, where women
thousands of friends in Maine will go with Capt. Joseph Farwell, made her first ap- at Pierce’s Hall, at which Mr. William O. were once assailed In ridicule, they are now
A list Poor officiated as Toast-master: the toasts
him.
welcomed and respected. Their attainment t-*
pearance here on the ‘-'1st of April.
of her officers will not be without interest were drank in “Adam’s Ale.” Speeches
every other pursuit has been a contest.for they
interan
were made at the table by several distinhad
< nn-e no university
We regret to see that the Legislature is to parties residing here who
were once barred from all.
t hey were Capt. guished guests.
There win a grand disest iu her at the time,
or college tolcraP d women : and in this respect
to
the
work
of
tiie
Constipieces
tearing
Blanchard, previously <>f the Huntress, play of fireworks in the evening, follow ed there has been much
improvement.
tutional Commission. The provision for First Pilot,
Capt. A. Spear ol Rockland, by a ball at Pierce’s Hall. 1’he fantasticIn the laws atlecting the sexes there was diNovember elections lias been rejected in Second. \\ I.. I'enneu ana r ruenarusuii. and Costumiers were out, of course, in
S. K. till! force and feather.
crimination against women, and it was to the
the Senate, as also that for biennial elec- Engineers, Edward Cushing, Clerk,
Steward, and .1 E. Gould, IlagIn the evening of the xtn the house, credit of the state that Maine early changed
Lowell,
tions and sessions. The work ot the comI- low- barn and
i'■age-master. rl he Penobscot, f apt.
workshop ot Mr. Abial Pierce, hers in that respect. I’m other comrmiuitiemission was well done, and meets the ap- ers” came early in May and made her last situated on a cross-road
leading from Bel- have done more. In the territory of Wyoming
adver- mont to the Lincolnville
road, were de- women have the ballot. The Governor says in
proval of nearly all the people ot the trip on the 18th of November; she
as the New Outside Line, and as the
stroyed by lire. It was supposed to have his recent message that it is a great success
state. But it has been foreseen that the tised
The Governor,
Outside Opposition Line.
originated from a spark tailing on the roof. Nor has the expressed b ar been realized that
new provisions would interfere with the
Capt. Rogers, came on the 4th of May, The house ot John J. Mahoney on the
political privilege* would mi-c\ women. Thofficials
and
and
advertised
of
certain
otlice-seekers,
ran on the outside route,
plans
A'orthport road was burned soon after- an* then* as womanly a- l-cwheiv. Thcv aland therefore be doomed to defeat. The as the People’s Line. In July the Law- wards. These are the only fires destrucas good wive.-, a- good hoU.-ek- ep« 1 -, a- good
Capt. Leering, began to run be- tive ol any considerable amount ot proprejection of the provisions alluded to may rence,
cooks,
Garrison one- -aid that it had been
In Detween this place and Ellsworth.
that
occurred
this
so
lar
as
reerty
year,
be traced to the Maine delegation at Washcharged that if women should have tin right
cember, the Ocean, Capt. E. It. Sanford, membered.
came on to run through the winter.
Capt.
The Bath < ity Grays, a finely disciplined to vote, thcv would want to vote all the time
ington.
Sanford died in 1865. This year for the military company, made us a call on the and would do nothing else. No -m b trouble
to the recollection ot 2Sth.
has been experienced in Wyoming. In all th-'
As we had no military organization
—A Castine correspondent of the Ban- first time, according
the compiler, the appellation of Sanford’s here to do the honors our citizens enter- northern and middle states tin agitation i- gowrites
to
that
Commercial
gor
paper—
tained them with a ball in the evening. ing on, with various success before the law
Independent Line was adopted.
Our harbor lias never frozen over since the
The lecturers before the Lyceum during They lett the next morning on the Daniel makers. In some there is leave to withdraw.
last century, In the winter of 1779-80, when the
the winter were Dr. Ezra S. Gannett ot Webster.
a tie vote.
In Maine the result w
But tin
harbor and bay were frozen so hard that wood
Boston, on New England, Rev. John Pierwas hauled from Fox Island (now Yinalhaven)
Rev. Samuel < ole was ordained pastor qiie-tion is up cverwhere. ami demands a soluto supply the British troops then stationed here.
pout of Medford, Mass., a poem entitled of the Baptist Church on the 27th; the tion. It is the foremost
question <*t the age.
This is the only time that teams have crossed the Scholar’s Hope, Rev Henry Giles, ot
exercises were as follow- Sermon by Rev.
the harbor.
going befuiv temperance, or any other ivtorm.
on the civilized
lectures
live
Bucksport,
K. B. Eddy of Beverly, Mass Ordaining
The government profe»es to be founded on
On the other hand, a very truthful man man, embracing the Hebrew, the Greek,
prayer by Rev. W (> Thomas, then ot the consent of the
man
of
or
the
of
Roman,
governed—but women are
culture,
who came over from that townon Tuesday, or man
hand
of
Rockland,
Right
fellowship by governed witlioul their eon-cut. The question
the Mediaeval, or man of personal Rev. I. S Kellock
sway,
of
Rockland. Charge to
on tlie ice, says that the harbor is frozen,
is—shall all persons of mat tin age. sound mind,
force, the man of the Age, or man ot social Pastor by Rev. S. L. Caldwell of
Bangor,
and that sleighs are driven in every direcannual
course before
fourth
The
power.
and Address to the church and congrega- and not eriminals, help make the laws that
the Lyceum commenced in December. The lion
tion over it.
by Rev. (’. G. Porter of Bangor. Mr govern them? The wry statement carries its
first lecture was by Hon. Josiah Quincy of Cole died at the
house of his father iti j own answ* r. It i- -imply the principle of the
which
—Speaking of that tea-pot, with
Boston, on the Mormons. He was folHow grandly
Mass, in November ol the year Ib claratioii of Indcpend' n«
the editor strove to keep Camden Harbor lowed by William C. Williamson, Esip. of Beverly,
after a brief but painful sick- stand out those immortal word- < iovernmen!
following,
with
a
in
Boston,
this place, now resident
l’he church and society over which derives i.- just powers from the consent of the
ness.
open, the Herald says—
the title of which was Past and Pres- he was ordained iti
Yes, yes. It was a small one borrowed of poem
losing him sustained a governed.** And all the states declare that
The only other lecture of the year,
Bro. S." Besides, it was cracked and the sup ent.
great loss. He was highly respected and I power inheres in the people. Are not women
leaked out.
so far as remembered, was by Rev. E 11.
esteemed by all in the community win
: it
people? If this principle 1- true, is it not sale
hail become acquainted with him dnrii g 1
Why, that was our charitable teapot, Chapin of New York on Temperance
to apply it.'
1- n sale nut to apply it? Those
!>th
ot
ot
tinin
the
was delivered
evening
his
brief
in
this
loan
to
those
and
destitute,
ministry
place.
kept tor
I to whom the ballot is denied are minors, insane
September.
The eighth of September was a grand
we are grieved that it should be so reviled.
About the first of March there was a
I persons, eriminal- and women! It has been
'The sap is not surprising—it was in a sap- change in the proprietorship as well as day with our firemen ; the occasion beii g given as a reason why women should not vote,
a
visit
from
the
Pioneer
Bidol
Compunv
the name of the State Signal. Mr. D. II.
that they would all vote as their husband* did.
py place.
deford. to Hydrant Company X’o. 2.
flu
Prime became its proprietor by purchase
and thus be paired—01 it they vot- d ditfeivntly.
Pioneers arrived in the morning on the
—The youth of tiiis region arc getting from Mr.
Avery, and continued its publi- Daniel
be trouble in the family ! No man
Webster, accompanied by the Saec there would
smashed to a great extent while sliding. cation under the name of the Belfast Sighas ever thought there would be trouble in hiBrass
were
welcomed
with
a
salvo
Band,
when he
In (lardiner a boy had his nose smashed nal until November following,
of artillery at the wharr, and escorted tc own family, but there would be in others. |ht
sold out to Mess. J. R. Stephens and Co.
and was othewise seriously injured, and a
the American House by the Hydrants. Out there tire'dillereii. <•- of religion without trouble,
a few numbers and disThey published
streets and the engine houseand lathers often hava sous w ho join a not In r
girl had her leg broken in such a way that continued it. The Signal had been from principal
were decorated with Hags.
There was a part ',, and t• l rather proud ot their indcpciidof
advocate
a
staunch
in
it will be shortened four inches
In Cin- its birth,
1840,
the Whig party. Its pub- parade of the two companies in the fore- enec. Whv not the -ame with a wife? .\h u
cinnati four boys on a sled ran into an ex- the principles of
and at 2 o’clock the Pioneers wen are\er\
polite and coinplni-aiit about election
lishers became aware of the fact that the noon,
press team; one was killed and the others Whig party was a “very sick man, and escorted to Pierce's Hall and partook <d day to those vvho.-e vote- 11 * y de-ire to will
a dinner provided by Mr. Baker of the
seriously hurt. In Rockland a little girl withdrew fust in time to escape attending American House. There was a ball in tin ! anil would in»t a lilt of this -pirit in domestic
the funeral. On the 2d of May the copartrelations, to win a wife’s vote, he a good thing?
had her thigh broken.
The Pioneer- left the next mornexisting between Levi R. Wing evening.
Sometime- -onie women art1 quoted as has ing
nership
cn the steamer.
—We are indebted to Briggs Brothers, and
George B. Moore, publishers of the ing
aid that they have a- many privilege- athey
The annual fall meeting was held on
seedsmen, of Rochester, N. Yfora copy Journal, was {dissolved, and Mr. Moore
want—that they have the b -t seats :u the ear-,
the
1-tli.
There
were
editor.
and
lour
candiagain
of their Floral Work and Catalogue for became sole proprietor
best side of sidewalk-, Ac.,—but would a man
There was a Grand Ball at Pierce Hall dates in the field for the office ot govern187,7. Nothing like it in variety and richor.
Albert Pilsbury of Macliias was th< giv e up hi- vote for that ?
on the evening ot March 1th—Inauguraness of contents or elegance of
Women 1;.1
I|. ,1
in regal-. I
qua! a 1 ante
design lias tion Day. The prominent feature was the regularly nominated candidate of the demever been gotten out in this country.
It is veteran Major Jack Douglass, who made ocratic party, Win, G (’rosbv of this place, to work. Men are curniirnu*d in 11 it- ave
music on the occasion for the grandchil- the incumbent, was the candidate of the tines—women kept back. In a Ma-saelni-etta wonderful triumph of artistic skill and
dren ot those who nearly -half a century whig party, Anson P. Morrill ol Read- towii there was a woman who had a decided
the resources of color printing. See their
before tripped it on “the light, fantastic field. ot the party whieh was boi n thin talent for -rulpitirc. She made a bust of Hobadvertisement.
to the sound of his fiddle.
year and christened the Republican partv, erf Hanloiil. and placed it on exhibition in a
toe,”
!■
On the 14th the people met to elect and Ezekiel Holmes of Winthrop of tin
—The Rockland Opinion says there is talk of
Ii was so life-like that ui old farmei
'tore
The wardroom tree-soil party. The votes thrown in this
a strike among the compositors in that office,
ollieers for the new city
took off hi- hat to if. and -aid
Why, here’owing to the fact that the editor writes his edi- of Ward 1 was at the Academy ; of Ward place were 1x7 for Pilsbury, fi:',7 tor ('m-old Uantoul!” When told who did it, he
torials on paper collars. As the editor studies
117
for
Morrill
f
the
and
-11
ir
Holmes
2, at the brick school-house formerly
by,
‘■burned.
1 Ml tell!
economy by turning his collars, we don't blame
WliY. -he knowelmTown Hall; of Ward J, at the Vestry of There was no choice by the people, and at
the compositors any. fClipper.
Church ; of Ward 4, at the school the next session of the legislature Crosby ill' »st as much as .-.-no men !”
the
North
That's no reason why they should get
File old common law taught bad id a- iu re
house in District No. 7, at the Head of the was elected. Alfred W Johnson was recholeric about it
Olis is a good looking
Tide; of Ward 5, at the school-house in elected town representative, and James -pert to women. I lie\ had llo ight e \eept to
young man, and the neck encirclers should District No. 14. on the East side of the B, Mureh of Unity, now of thi-citv, was i he isujijiurfr't.
A woman made hutter and
clice-e, worked all day and part of the night,
suggest to the girls new reasons for the river. Hon. Ralph C. Johnson was elected elected county attorney.
The
annual Agricultural Pair w as held and her husband
Mayor by a vote of 550 against 86. The
Onre I
-uppo. tr I !r
printing ollicu maxim “follow copy.”
Aldermen elected were Rowland Carlton, on the 12th and loth ol Octobei
heard a talk like this in a railroad depot.
A
—A Camden correspondent, who don’t Stephens. Lewis, Thomas Marshall, EphAmong the vessels launched this year woman was going a journey alone. Her hu*
and
William
lv.
Maddocks
Rust.
Mr.
raim
G
were
the
Johnson of about hand
believe that lying will melt sail water ice,
ships Ralph
bought ticket-, and a- the ears wereeomCarlton resigned soon afterwards and 1279 tons and the
Chapin of about XJJ : ing, she said with reluctance t.» her husband
sends the following—
Hiram O. Alden was elected to till the the
brigs Henry Guild ot about 2.30, the
1 shall want a little money." He <;,},!»• H iThe landlord of the Bay View House keeps u
vacancy. The Common Councilmen for Etolia298, and the Tiberias of about 219 ; |I
v ery correct weather record on his register.
ehel, what hast tliou dole with the quarter bl a
the
were Joseph Williamson, Abram
the
schooners
Emma
L.
year
Cottrell
ot
about
Under date of Feb. titli, is this: "Bay frozen
dollar I gave tin e !**
over.
No water visible.” The same entry oc- N. Noyes, Samuel Edwards, Andrew 4’. 200, the John Pierce 200, the Dido .32. and j
curs under dates of Feb. Kith, 14th. 15th and
The law gives the custody o|
Uildren l,»
Palmer, William II. Conner, George Mc- the Tyro of about .30.
Kith. The “open strip of water” alluded to by Donald, Franklin Brier, Moses B.
others than the mother, when tie lather is dead.
Fergu1
he
ot
a
railroad
j
to
Moose-head
the Herald man must have been slack water.
project
son George Woods and Elijah Morrill
Lake began this year, for the first time, to In Boston a a- vv a rried iu which a father
The city Government was organized at
—The Wiscasset < trade has a new poet,
assume a tangible form.
A large and en- had willed the custody ol his two children to a
Pierce's Hall on the 21st. Joseph William- thusiastic
who writes well. He says—
guardian. Tin* bulge -aid that under the law
was held on the 7th ot
meeting
son was elected President of the Common
to adopt preliminary measures he had no aitcrn .'iva—tin will must prevail.
Oh what of my darling’s hair?
February
Council anti John II. Quimby, clerk. Jo- tor
She hath hair like the golden wheat.
A com- And the .dinging linger* of tho-; little children
the construction of such road
Wheeler was chosen City Clerk. At
mittee was raised consisting of lion. Jo- were taken from the mother’s robe ami given
But let him not presume, by and by, seph
a
|
was
suosequent session, Augustus rerry
seph Williamson, Hon. Albert <1. Jewett |m a strange:
there ajre more divorces bebecause she lias hair like wheat, that he chosen Treasurer and
Collector, Woodbury and Hon. Nehemiah Abbott, to
a
procure
‘'aii.-e of those uiju-tiees—because burdens and
has the right to thrash her
|
That would Davis, afterwards a judge of the Supreme charter. The resolutions
adopted at the
Court, City,Solicitor, Dr. John G. Brooks, meeting contemplated a pledge of the cred- privilege* are not equal. There cannot he
go against her grain.
homes, without equality. The cause is man’s,
now Mayor ot the city, City Physician,
it of the city in aid of the road to an I
—The Legislative vote against the re- James W. Webster, School
Supervisor, amount not exceeding 250.000. V charter as it i> woman’s. \\Y n-• or fall together,
peal ol capital punishment, was very Timothy Chase, Freeman Tufts and Chas. was obtained, approved March .".1st, and l'h* -e\. cannot l.e enemies—and must be
decisive in the popular branch, there being Moore,” ltoad Commissioners, Charles books were opened in Mav lor tiie pur- triend-.
Palmer, Chief Engineer of the Fire De- pose of
a
In tilt*
<•! Hie rebellion. Sh.it t*»«.k 0111
receiving subscriptions for stock,
majority ol about ten.
partment, PhineasDavis, City Sexton. Mr. in Boston, Waterville, Monson, Dexter
bravest an*I bt >1. women had their part. They
It is charged that the recent fires in the Palmer declined to accept the office of and this
city. By the terms ot the charter were providers at home and nurse* in hospitChief
and Calvin Ilervey was the
was to
Navy Building, at Washington, were set to electedEngineer
capital stock ot the
als. Tie v ivy their sons «Ii.* before their eves.
in his place. Daniel Haraden, consist ol not loss thancorporation
ten thousand nor
destroy documents damaging to the admin- Ephraim Swett and George Woods were
When the war wa> over, they went to Washmore than fitly
thousand
shares
ot
one
istration. It is believed that like tires will elected Assessors; Mess. Haraden and
hundred dollars each, and the charter was : ington. and asked in the reeonstruclon to have
Swett declined, and James P. White and
I
happen in the other departments.
to be null and void unless the road was the consent of flic gov Tiled made a fact. There
Salathiel C. Nickerson were elected. Joword of cnciuiragement. But nethe :11st ol December I Mi:;. was not
—The New York Herald observes that
completed
by
seph Williamson, Jr. Esq had been ap- The act of incorporation embraced the groes fresh troni Maverv and the auction blocks
from the query made to Mr. Brown of pointed by the Governor, Judge oi the
names of twenty-two
corporators, all ot were enfranchised. Ib bels wer< pardoned and
Kentucky, by the speaker of the house, it Police Court.
whom save nine arc still li\ing.
The enfranchised. Tin* recording angel, vvitii pen
The
first
rooms occupied by the City
would seem that as soon as any one begins
charter was forfeited by failure to comply dipped in darkm—. wrote that these women
Council were at No. 1, Phoenix Row, at with its
terms, and the project slumbered who had giv.-n -on and husbands to the cause,
to describe an infamous character they an annual rent of
thirty dollars. The until it was awakened by the
passage of were accounted I .. than the rebels, lower
lie
is
the
town’s
that
to
whole
amount
of
Butler.
indebtedness
referring
suspect
the Act, February
l,S(17, under which than the
at this time was less than one thousand
negroes.
—The Camden Herald complains that dollars. Daniel Eaunce was the first one the Belfast and Mooschead Luke Kailwuv
In Worcc-ie*. becau-t of taxation without
was organized,
and the read
Company
the frequenters of a saloon in that town who tiled notice of intention to build ; the was built as far as Burnham.
representation \mc Kelly Foster refused to
his dwellingand i.fi Iioiim- vvas sold. She dedarsit up until two o’clock in the morning, building to be erected was
three
ul
our
oldest
inhabitants, Beuja- |>a\ taxes,
house at the junction of Church and Peach
ed that, it turned out of it no roof should shtdsinging “Bring forth the Royal Diadem.” streets.
the monies raised were for [ min Hartshorn, Samuel Walton and James
tci hei.but >he would
go through the streets
Perhaps that’s tin: “open harbor" ol which Schools 3600.00, for highways, 3000.00, Langworthy, all upright, worthy and excitizens,
died
this
upbraiding the injustice of men. The <*mith
Mr.
emplary
for
debt
year.
for
has
boasted.
10f.Hi.d0,
the Herald
city
paupers 1000.00,
for salaries and incidental expenses 1000 00, Hartshorn died March loth, in his eighty- sisters, ot (ilastenburv, refused to pay*, and
—And now it is Florida that gives us a
tilth year. He had resided here more than their cows-were >eizcd and sold. In
for engines, 200.00,
Salem, a
Democratic United States Senator. C.
The official guillotine was put in opera- halt a century and was the owner of the young girl, fee ble minded, lived as a servant in
Hartshorn
so
Farm,
called, now owned by a boarding house. She gave birth to a child, of
W. Jones was chosen last week, and will tion at Washington as soon as decency
alter the inauguration of Mr. Josiah Mitchell, on which stood the which the
keeper’s son was father. When it
be on hand to take his seat when wanted. would admit
President Pierce. Joseph S. Noyes was last of the log houses, lie had voted at was two weeks
old, *he wa> sent to take it to
—Higgins, on trial for murder at An- appointed post-master in place of Charles every Presidential election from the sec- Boston. To get rid of it and her troubles, she
ond
election
of
1
to
Tie
held
(he
the
Giles
removed.
office until
election
Washington
burn, has retracted his plea at not guilty,
threw it in the water, and said she had left it in
when ho was removed to make room ol Pierce in 1852, both included.
and pleads guilty of manslaughter, which 1857
But it washed ashore. Both she* and
Mr. Walton, lather of our fellow-citizen Boston.
for his successor, Samuel Edwards. He
ends the trial.
the father were arrested. He was lined #2.">,
Mr. Allred Walton, died
was the first occupant ot the present postApril 12th, aged and Hie li< in iail awaiting her trial for
—The Camden Herald calls Belfast “a office.
seventy-seven. He was one of the buildMr.
a
native
of
was
ers
and
Castine
but
owners
of the Babel, of which murder.
Noyes
Lethean Styx.” J1 it sticks half so fast as
came here when he was quite
He mention has often been made in proceedThe lecturer w»- vtv severe upon the Cenyoung.
it
will
and
River
deserve
the Bay
project,
learned the hatter’s trade with the old ing chanters
tennial celebration for 1 ST*i. It was to glorify
the name.
firm of Furber and Bean, but being of a
Mr. Langworthy died November 22d an emancipation to men a hundred years ago.
—The late Gen. Ilersey left a property of studious turn of mind abandoned it and aged seventy-five. He did not come here which has not yet been accorded to women,
j
became
a
successful school teacher, to
reside until 1821 ; he built the brick and no woman should take part in it.
about two millions, a portion of which in 1843 he very
went to California, but health
tenement on Church street opposite the
The lecture closed with atrulv eloquent ap]
him and he returned
was bequeathed for benevolent purposes.
failed
early in 1850. Court-house. He was one ot the most
in favor of equal political rights tor wo—A Democratic U.S. Senator in Florida. At the annual election of that year he was earnest advocates for the construction of peal
men, and Mrs. Stone bovvinl herself otf the
elected to represent this town in the
the
and
Lake
the
Moosehead
legrailroad,
Ami the recording angel smiled when he islature.
|
After the expiration of his offifirmest in the faith that the work, soon or platform.
,
cial
set it down.
term us postmaster he studied law,
late, would be accomplished; finding
was admitted to the Bar and
opened an “confirmation strong" ot his faith in the
—This is a very fatal year for Congress—T ho grand Legislative Ueeeption at
office here; at the time ot his decease he
of the prophets of the Old the
Hon. Samuel Hooper, representspredictions
men.
j
had
a
Augusta, House, Tuesday evening,
large and lucrative practice. lie Testament.
<
tive from Massachusetts, died on the 14th. continued
was the most elegant affair that Over took
during his life to take a deep
’
in our public schools, and always
in the city. Everybody was happy.
—The Bangor steam tug C. B. Sanford is interest
—Our Rockland correspondent imloruis place
sustained the reputation of being a worthy
business
in
a
wrecks
good
doing
pickingup
(
—And now comes the most wonderful
citizen
and ar. exemplary member of us that another
prodigal son has returned
at Bermuda.
s
He died Oct. 10, 18G2, in the to his
society.
father’s house in that city. The story of all concerning the eoM^weather
*
year of his age.
—Hon. Josiah H. Drummond is men- thirty-ninth
father didn’t meet him with the ring and Long island Sound is trozen over, the
About the time of Mr. Noyes’ appointtioned as the next Republican candidate ment
shoes.
He is
,
Hon. Adams Treat of
to
the calf and harbors all closed, navigation stopped,
as

and talk over the
matters, we cannot make you an otter iu specific
will
come with us
but
we
do
if
terms,
you
say
we will give you a leading position in our
bouse, making it as agreeable as if you were a
member of our firm, and give you such a salary
as will be entirely satisfactory to you, larger
than lias ever been paid by any carriage bouse
in the United States.
We will satisfy you
thoroughly on that point. We know your ability, and we know we can make it available both
to you and to ourselves.
We do not want you
On the contrary, we
us a clerk or assistant.
want you to represent our firm, and to that
end we will place you in a position that will
command respect, and in every way be worthy
of your business and social position.
Until we

see

you

personally

**

<

**

—

facts

no rights which Brother Hale is
inhabitants, or the stroke ot adbound to respect.
They struggle, and suffering
ministration genius which can convert the
swear, and protest, but at every turn of
the wheel Barnabas comes on top. Upon votive bacon shoulder into a bribe to the
without regard to
those rare occasions when he leaves the intelligent freeman,
race, color or previous condition of serviof
and
codfish
molasses, and
retailing
tude. How hard that an ungrateful peoconies in sight ol the custom house, it is
should have so distressed the soul of
to lay his commands upon the republicans ple
this benevolent party in the ides of last
of Belfast as to this caucus or that conNovember, and in the senatorial ballotings
vention. 'The penalty ol disobedience is
ol the current year.
reading out of the party. And Belfast lias

to toe the mark.

ANNALS OF BELFAST FOR HALF A CENTURY.

positions ol honor river St. Lawrence and the lakes.—There
and profit waiting, and that his reputation was a concert of instrumental music by
our existence as a nation, is eminently
William H. Whedden and others at Pierce'sappropriate and desirable. In opposing is known and appreciated in the great Hall in the evening of the twentieth.— I he
the passage of any bill which should sub- business metropolis of the country, is at- Misses Macomber, assisted
by Mr. Covert,
sidize the scheme, or take money from the tested by the fact that Mr. Kimball at once gave a concert of vocal music at the same
treasury vaults to ensure its success, we received an invitation to join the great place on the 8th ol June.—A theatrical
under the management of Mr.
have meant to emphasize our opinion carriage manufacturing firm of Brewster company
J. P. Achlams gave a series of performthat the celebration of 187(3, unless it be and Co., of New York, the oldest concern ances at
City Hall in May.
the spontaneous act of the people them- of the kind in the country, and probably
Mess. Baker and Edwards became landin Janselves, will lose its entire significance. the largest in the world. Their telegram lords of the New England House,
Luther A. Coombs; and
The exposition at Philadelphia, to mark was followed by a letter, in which they uary, succeeding
in June, Mr. N. W. Holmes withdrew from

republicans, the temperance men, ets, looking on unconcernedly and chaffprohibitionists, should denounce and ing Pennsylvania and Philadelphia, as unj combat liquor in all its guises, denounce assisted they strain every energy to acit, war upon it, and-make and main- complish the great task. Wo cannot contain a law that authorizes a rum shop in sider this indifference as anything more

never

for a

be invited to

soon

that the

if not the piety of Elder
ful. or worthy of a place in the little hand of Shaw, and distributes these enlivening
true and devoted followers of the precepts of
beverages to the municipalities. He has
Hie great philosopher, there would have been
ol $87,048.05 worth the past year,
disposed
no ease, and the faith in human nature and
trust in religious teachers, of the rising genera- which puts a very handsome per ventage
tion. would not have been jeoparded. Is there into his pockets, and enables him to stand
no

from Ihe Lewiston Daily Journal.

tJur citizens will

tlie

gain

i* uunocossarv, iioweviT. 101 nit*
Plato to hide their heads in shame.

4
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some

tween

side passage, in consequence ol the ice
blockade in Long Island Sound. Captains
of coasting steamers report ice from the
capes of Delaware to Sandy Hook.
T he revenue steamer Grant, arrived oil'
Sandv Hook Wednesday night from a two
weeks’ cruise along the coast in search of
disabled vessels. Finding a heavy sea off
the bar she was obliged to haul oft'shore
lor the night.
At daylight
yesterday
morning, twenty-five miles southeast from
the Highlands, during a strong gale, the
rudder post was carried away, completely
disabling the rudder. She worked in off
the lightship, steering as well as possible
by means ot a hawser over the stern, bridled from each quarter, and by
using head
sails. She signalled the pilot boatJames
W. Ehvell and endeavored to get a hawser to her. but owing to the force of the
gale and heavy sea running found it imThe Grant fell in with the
possible.
steamer Cyclops of the bar and was towed
to the city*.
The ship Nevada, Kerger, from Boston

•

bad year
for affinities. Persons of only average understandings are impressed \\ ith tin* notion that
there are no affinities which are ‘‘really and
trully” innocent, except chemical affinities.
1 lie free lovers languish. Maiden ladies of cerof Platonic love.

III

WILLIAM

faith that there is a pure ami spiritual attention
subsisting between the sexes, unmixed with
carnal desires, and regarding tin* mind only
and its excellences, are not loud in the promulgation of that faith, but appear to lie willing to
wait until a more convenient season to sing the

praises

MORNING

PUBLISHED EVE BY THUBSDAY

ton,

City island, above Hell Gate, there her sister woman, and between man and woquite a number ol sailing craft, most- man. What more charming and innocent than
ly schooners, last in the ice. There are the ailiuiiyjw bid: draws < on doll and Streplion,
also some twelve or fourteen sloops and
those gentle shepherds to the wooing of < liloe
schooners belonging to neighboring ports
and Phyllis with strains ot the rustic pipe and
frozen in Hammond's Flats, among which
bashful offers of a love which will be patient
are the schooners Mary Brewer, Saunders,
of and from Rockland for New York, and enduring when the passion of the cit shall
with a cargo of lime, and the William H. have burned to cinders. This alluring attracBrown of l’riovilencc, from New York for tion, which, though natural, is subtle, and beT in
Providence.
hospital ship Illinois gan among the bucolics within sound of purlwas carried from her
moorings to Bedlow's ing brooks and sight of flowery meads, beneath
LI tnd by tin ice. but was
subsequently* the shade of hawthorn trees, leading stout
towed to a place of safety.
C'iilaon and sweet Flora hand in hand through
The steamer George Cromwell of the the
green glades, pursuing trailut flocks, now
Portland line sailed yesterday on the outlives among the dwellers in towns in almost
At

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1870.

The business difficulties iu which lion.
C. P. Kimball has become involved, have

The Centennial.
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for Governor.

post-master,
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was appointed Collector of the
kill the boy.
Frankfort

going
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driving

in all directions.
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News of the City and County.

Generalities.
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Six icc-boats were seen on the bay

winter is called the severest oi

f'*\t
tin- eciife
riu

The ice has

Ti
•cei d in getting u good female
Men wild
■ok. n«»w-a-%t«'. feel compelled to marry her
t. order to keep her.

Steamer Kutalidin, now at her wharf lie tv.
has a ship's company of sixtv men, ail told.
The officers of Corinthian

•hn W. McMahon, a promising young law>1 Iasi port, died Thursdav night «• Bright’s
disease.

I

Arctic cold and ice
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tin-city.
gaged hauling freight from her on the ice.
Notwithstanding the ice embargo, two \e! -els discharged their cargoes at Sanford wharl

the

of

lies hi the ice at I.iitkcargo of good- tor lui-rehants in
Saturday live truck team- wer--en-

liiver. with

attending the

departments

well.

Mary Farrow

Sell.

Appropriations

on

peli-e-

-e« era

'In-

•:!

ime i,

nnuiiiee
an mend

doing

bunks will not open. Folks having notes to
jiay on that day. can call tin next.

ahforun wi

<

C-»uj

o

intii-nt is

Next Monday, the did. 1 icing tin- utini\t-j--;,r\
-t to Washington, :md a legal holi-lav. th>-

send a
rw.-uiv
men to represent the
tiiat State m ihe • entelinial.

.N'ali.nj
fii.’ieut

Homer, at the American House, last
week removed from the neck of Mrs < lias. M.
Keen, a tumor as large :i- a man's rj-t. The

New-

a!

mole.

1 >r

1

4vi•
t

v!

no

The Washington Masipna ul- next ..lay.
affair. (handler'- 1‘ortj Jr will be a splendid
i land Bund has been engaged.
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North Beliast is

at

last week—the Banner and Sinbad.
ed

huinlred bales of j it,- for

oin-

Otn- landtin- Paper

Mills.
tllO Pfdwell (iiailite
iiv at \ inaliiaven con-i-t' ot about four
l,
lift -nine ntt"
and one hundred
titt\ other workmen—a,oo in all.
|; i
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i it ri iv 1
-no
-Ine,

-u. an
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masquerade Alonday <veiling did not
up to the expectations of :t- friends, hut
Whitten'- calico ball Tuesday
veiling \va- a
A

success.

employee

well filled hall, and

a

good time

a

pounds, am! w.uked
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in

We have interviewed the coal
dealers, and can assure our friend- that they
no tears, for the supply is sufficient.
need lia\

it'soi Ur Maine stat-1 association
-ction >i li-li met at Augusta last
>ted theii
ha rter tn i organized
Iv’.mbai!
i
-ioin H
Pa; ii as president.
;-0:i
Uac'eee .f \ngiMaa- \ ice-president.
A
n lary and trea>\.;ju.-ia a'da; ;
vr
uf'\«
con ini'!
of three and a
iu
r,
* of lit'"
directors.
■
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p

city.

noon

train

on

Tuesday brought in live

loaded ears of freight—two tilled with corn,
with molasses, and two with general merehandiV*. The stoppage of the boats, and a
on
mark
When Hod
i reduction in the tariff on freight, make it lively
n
He-.- lmu up agin dc fence
ma
d fer.eev”
j on the railroad.
■
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Air. K. A. .Mahoney, formerly of this city, icugaged in the furniture business at r»fl

now

Ero-s street. Boston, having purchased Ihe
stock of J. 11. Travis, for whom he was for
several years salesman. Air. Mahoney has had
large experience, and with hi- excellent husiiu-s qualities yvill no doubt meet with suece--.

more

"\\ b»
sent b\ mail.
-eiul a pa.-Rage weighing
Main*- to California.
ar. v a pound across the

jii

ept- on

coil

><»rr

poun*

ui

; ii"'T
...

I

"a '111
tliep-Y no use
nd tie*" j.*e men.
dust beivy aui at deal of it, and it's thick
and hard to handle, i> tin- reason for
the price I \l -ea-011.

!iea

:

!•

1

man

-a
11»• I' **sueh questionilicdogv in the world.”
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-•

interrupted

da-

j1

Alathew- Bros., who liave recently mamifarlured some doors, sash and Minds for a dwell-

ing in Uockland. had orders

on

Tuesday

to for-

ward them. This, in the absence of the Bay
•vet
ti
>) (i barroom and watch ! and Jiiver railroad, looked hard, but they were
ii
be.\>
U tu■« men.
p-.«
Patrick equal to the emergency. Loading them on to
Pi"' !' le e. did. an*! Tlie doctors are
iheir double horse them they wen -oon on tin
i.
•-.»•--und ni' c-ft lung looking for a pisC Paiin k had been at the bar taking ! road.
u
might iu.; hav. iiap]"*Ued. lint >m-h
Dilferent school teachers have diiferent meihw ay11 anf Providem <•, U. 1.
1 t»ds of
punishment for refractory pupils, (me
mi Islesboro compeles liis scholars to sit beside
Letter from Rockland.
a
-olored youth, thus making the brother a thing
*
k-iici <»t'11 i«• Journal.
--j
<»( scorn, in the face and eyes of 1 lie civil rights
ni.

"'

Uu«'ki.\ni>. 1'cl.i. l.'iih.

I'cslerda;

ii is mated and venders of

mie

wi-n-

pictures

liappv

!>iU.

j

'Wherefore
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.‘Ms at
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t

it

never

sugge-is t.»

us

a

felt

!'•"

-crnuisiiess

in

a

wound

subject

bv

A

as

new-

a

:

it is too foar-

one

world,
san-am-

sharp -teedpoint that had brok' n off
from Hie meat cutting machine, and ihat he
had narrow ly e.-caped-wallow ing. Who would
expect to find death lurking in a sausage!"
I*

he lav his cavil-

item

eating hi-- bn-ukta-t

when he discovered something hard in
the mouthful lie was chewing. Examination

a

rl this

was

was

no

rl giv. the weather a sober
mi thong1;
.Marriage is nowadays
r'rjjti .I Iaiher than tin- rule. Don’t
i-ide

Age.
citizen who

morning recently’, at peace with all tin
and thinking how finely flavored Hu*

’’

consideration

■

-i

Another at Searsmont compel- the di-ohedieiiL vouth to read a copy ot tin* Brogres-iw

Kmiie. '’sighs many a lorn damwhile K"iin o hardens his heart and

Hi-

r«

t'l corner.

These icy times arc bard for the diggers of
the favorite and juicy clam, liut they manage

capture them somehow.

to

A

market town lias been opeUed,lo the
from w hich people drop in

new

Belfast,

with their sleighs—to wit, Islesboro.
I'r. Homer, by invitation, will ilcliver a lecture in this city, on Hie Human Head, next

Thursday evening. February iSitli.
Sen ices at the l'uiver*alist church next .sunday. Lecture by the Pastor. Subject—"Wash-

ington

vealed

a

The Waldo

( o.
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>dgt
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bx*d Tonipbir

a!

to Americans of

example

an

To-day."

Good many surprise parties about this time.
are mostly held ill the cellar, when the
Ilian of the bouse and lie wife go down to see
how the coal holds out.

They

Mr. Frank \V. Patterson, who ha- lor fifteen
been chief clerk at the post oitk-e, retired
iVotn that position on Alonda.. lie i- -ueeecded 1»\ Horace flmrlov..
vear-

Mr-. A1 i«*** Patterson, who died in this city
"ii the ;;d, at the age of Id, wa- one of the three
under the will of the late Nathaniel
Tie r i- now I*ut one sun ivor.

iegate*
WiNon.

T. \V. Pitcher is closing out hi- winter <lock
of dry goods and trimmings at a w ry low figSee his advertisement.—Farm for sale in
ure.
\V. Dow.—Ih-nd Dr. Homer's

card.

eome

ham i *f Hour ; generally.
:t distanr.
of
A young lady in this city whih* drosing for
This l'-markable f« at
md a ■;ii i”t<
i"’.'
{lie ball Tuesday evening, and skipping about
J: a w ag"i' o! >'!Uand the dour.
ihe floor in anticipation, slipped and fell,
'vppi'- "t : ubiisbing
ilaily paper is
g'"'sedo outsiders. The entire e<. st spraining her ankle badlv.
She didn’t go t«<
:ie- New York Herald for example, is said to
the dance.
•!.!..
"i
•S‘Tll-J.bfK.1 a year. Tin
puhli-biiig the Tribune is Si ,buo; of the
The terribly eoid wcatln-r has given rise to
,i
t .You
oei ut tin- World, STon m ssiju
ihe fear that tin* supply of coal would give out
.ha.

ughum

>t

rather follow almost any calling
inter than keeping a peanut s‘and at the

lirlnioni 1>\ \\

The

\

are

rim >>a- k of winter isn't broken yet; the old
up a' still’ as frost
f -How's spinal column

w

The ilclla.-t

Amateur Tin at rival Club will

p’:t\ the popular drama
Amming the tireakeiv," a: llayforl I lull, this (Thursday) evening.

of Woman

object

i-

advertising

in tin

columns.

A poor old woman named Childs, apparently
insane, has haunted tin* houses at the southerly

“hurrying

the Breakers,”

The

be

Bellas! COKNE1

BAND, assisted by Prop
and others of Bangor, will give a Concert one hour before the
Play. Prof. McGregor will
also give one of his celebrated Clarionet Solos be

Admission

For

o'clock.

ai

belong

a

in Morrill.

<

hogsheads

truck team took two

city

from this

to

of molasses

I'nitarian Sociables, that meet regularh
in city Hall, h.iv. -ome baskets full of fragments, after tin* multitude hash'd; and sometime- there

ecnily

whole h»a\es of cake and other
things, h ft there over night. ]{earc

midnight

a

raid

was

made

through

‘A

a

A meeting of tli- Tadic.-' Aid
last wee]; held at the residence "f
WH-icty
•fudge Diekei'son. A-a means of getting funds
t>> aid in the gr a! eelehration at Philadelphia.
i i:\.\i\i..
wa-

ommittees were raised to prepare for a grand
part\ in this city in dune. Cups will he ordered -pecinllv for the occasion, with appropritea

which will be disposed of. to be
of the oeea.-ion. A mong the
ladi*-- active in the work are Mr-. Dickerson,

atc

kept

designs,
a

mementoes

Mrs. Castle, All-. P»ixbv. Mrs. Itoss, Ah-. Hayford, Airs. !!. Parker, Mrs. IT White. Mr-. If.
T. Piereo. A1 !•-. Thu-. < al ter, and Mi-- llieks.
I'ka.nm ot’.i.

A lion-' ami barn in this tow n.
lormerly owned and occupied by IT Atwood,
wa- hurm <1 Fridav
H-fimatod lo-s, ::-t ,000;
insured for T-on.
di UMMi.i.
kinson A

At

Fillmore

ton-, to

c

manded I

>
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arc

lujniandcd

of thi- town. -Vwork o:.

commence

N-.

purl, M••--!•'. Atbo,.dim a ship of ldoO

•>

soon

rapt. *1. IT .ViehoD,
a-

sli<* oil the\

ship,

will

be combapt. 1 >:nii• 1 C lodell. also of this

Mnine

! tln-ir n <*ent nieetiny in thi- city. pa-se«i a -oneof resolutions calling upon all good people to
o much
a-sist in the work of reform ihai i-

a

Too ton

to

Lcgislaturo.

!

Thirty Days

-'■wjSg

mKXf*

Co.

No.

5.

Hayfarfl Hall. Tuesday Eve., Fell. 23, 75.
Music, Chandler’s Full Orches-

Winter

Goods,

LOWER
l imn have

Without regard to cost, consisting in part ol'the ful
lowing Dress Goods:

toot

ii-Av'HE.

Drops.—Cure

in one

Helen M. < okc write- that “kisses oil her
brow are the richest diadem a'woman's sou! aspire- to." A nd yet a fellow who kisses a young
lads on her brow while her rosy lips are making motion like a patent eloths-wringer, is not
the man for the position.
'■'top that cough ! Xo one \\ 11.. ha ever u-ed
Hr. Morrto syrup of far Wild Cherry and
Hoarhouinl will he without it. A- a remedy
tor ail throat and line diseases, cure for < roup
and preventive of consumption it has no
equal.
Itolieve- hoarone
and takes away all the
ili.-tre-- ot whooping cough. Contains no opium
an ! i- plea-nut to the taste.
Trial bottles 10
eeiifs—AV xl. O. Boor A Sox sole agent- toi
Belfu-t. Ai red Hooper, agent lor Searsport: A. -I. doRbox, agent tor Orland. John
V\r. l-i ;;kix .v Co.. Portland, General Agents.
■iORK
kC lll.i.l r vtiE.
-•

1

Philadelphia, Proprietor-.

i>.

fur

placed them upon our counters

and for the benefit of
who suffer from X FR
iif MANHOOD, etc.,
<■
siqij.lying {/(< an
!/ Cure. Written hy one
who cured himseii alter undergoing con-m* ruble
and
-ent
free
on receiving a po-t paid ili
quackery,
ecl< d envelope.
Sulh-rers are invited to nddre
the author.
X A 111 AX III. M VVJAIR,
oil. ;o- j»
1’. o. Imx too, Brooklyn
\-

\i;

Men

and

wahxtx.
oi iiiu:-

DKRIIJIV,

It

—

CONSUMPTIVES.

TAKE

NOTICE.

I veiy moment '.'f delay makes your cure more
hopeles- .out much depends on the judiciom lioicol a remedy.
The amoiuil ot testimony in favor
L)r. .-(flu’iick'.s I'liliiionic Syrup, a- a cure for con.
sumption, tar exceed- all that van be brought to
support the preh-n-iwu- of at other medicin*-. S<
Dr. S. iuMivk’s Ahnanne, containing the c* rt ilicaies
ot many persons of the high* -i respectability, wlio
have h*’«'ii restored to health, idler being pronou iced
incurable by phy-icians of acknowledged abditv.
■

Schenck'- Pulmonic >yrup alone hits cured many, atlm.-e evidences will show; but the cure is oft
moted by the employment of two other remedies
which Dr. Schenck pi o\ ides lor the purpose. Tnese
additional remedies an- Sell nek's Sea Weed Ionic
and Mandrake Pills. By the timely use ol' these
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Schenck certifies that most any case of Consumption may be

on'pro-

cured.

Dr. Schenck will be at the Quincy House, Boston,
tin- following Wednesdays, from
to
o’clock:
Jan. l'ith and 2,'th, l eb. 10th and 21th, ami March
loth and 24th. < 'ousultations free; but tb«-a thorough
examination of the lungs, with the Kespirometor,
the price is i?a.
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principal of*
fiee, t urner Sixth ami Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
every Mondav, where all letters of advice must be
addrt ssed.
on

MARRIED.
In tiii- cit}, Feb. .‘til, by Lev. .Joel Adams. Mi
Geo. <>. Beckwith and Miss Lucy A. Cross, both of
Belfast.
In Burnham. Fed. 71b. by Rev. T. Lord. Air. Thos.
C. Reynolds and Alis- .Mary L. Cooper, both ol‘Burnham.
In Freedom, l’eb. l.»Mi, by Y.. A. Fuller, F.sip, Mr.
Geo. W. Bridges of Liberty, and Miss p. F. Warren,
of Freedom.
I11 Bluebill, Jan. :;uth, Air. George a. Bowden and
Mis.- Jessie A. M. Eaton, both of Brooklin, Ale.
In Camden, l'eb. Ath. Air. Frederick shibles and
Aliss. Anna Maria SimmoMs, both of I’amden.
In Koekland, Feb. 9th, Air. L« wis Horan, Merchant, of Santa Barbara, St. Domingo, W. 1 and
Miss Louisa J. Paine, of that c ity.
At Sheepscott Bridge, l'eb. Gtli, Mr. Thonia> A.
Simpson of Ainu and Miss Alaria -V. Fuller of Newmil le.
In St. George, Jan. "a>tli, Air
James IT. Pratt, oi
>1. George and A!;-- Lose A oung. of Liberty.

i >

1K1 >.

Obituary notices, beyomi the nate, \'ami and Age,
must be paid far. J
In this city, Feb. lltli, Capt. Harrison II. Parker,

native of Winterport, aged 40 years.
In this city, Jan. 10th, Miss Alary Hopkins, aged
78 years. A native of Camden.
In this city. Feb. 9th, Airs. Kouena AL, wife of Air.
Andrew Al. Patterson, aged 22 years.
In Swanville, Feb. lltli, Airs. Nancy, wife of John
Smart, aged 77 years.
In Northport, l'eb. Nth. Airs. Frances B. Speed,
aged 35 year' and (> months.
In Waldo, Feb. 10th, Almond XV. Clements, aged.;!
years and e months.
in Thorndike, Feb. 7th, Air. David Bryant, aged
05 years, 1 month.
I11 Appleton, Feb. M, Axel II., only soil of
Stephen and Sarah J. Weymouth, aged 18 years and
J1 months.
in Chelsea, AIuss., Feb. Olh, Charlie L., infant son
ol .lolin II. and Ella S. Gilmore, aged 3 months and
a

1'

day

s.

In North Searsmont. Feb. loth, Joseph L., son ol
and Susa n Jewett, aged I years, 9 mouths.
I11 Fi eedom, Jail. 22d, Henry C. Harvey of Bridgewater, aged 29 years, 3 month's.
I11 Freedom, Feb. 10th, Mrs. Sophronia, wife ol
1 lauiel 1 )avis
In Koekland, Feb. 3d, Etta A. Knight, aged -1
years, 22 days.
In Koekland. Feb. 5th, fbonias Low, aged 7t yr:.,
1 months, 28 day s.
In Koekland. Feb. 7th, William Cox, aged v> yr
In Kocldaud, Jan. ::]st, Alice AL, daughter ol
Capt. At. M. and Emma A. Pillsburv.
In South Thomaston, Feb. 4th, Jennie K. l i-k,
aged 12 years and 10 months.
In South Thomaston, Feb. St It, Airs. Arubell <>
Thorndike aged 42 years, 5 months.
In Lincolnville, Feb. 11th, Mrs. Ephriam Fletcher,
aged 58 years.
In Ellsworth, Jan. 30th, on Ids 93d birthday, Air.
Nathaniel Emerson,
In Ellsworth, Feb. 5th, Air. Oliver Wormell, aged
33 years.
In Lamoine, Feb. Sth, Air. Samuel Austin,’aged .1
J * ars and 8 months.
In Franklin, Feb. 2d, Airs. Betsey l>., wife of N.
A. swan, aged 08 years, 11 months, and two days.
In Steuben, Jan. 2Gtli, Airs. Ada L.
Leighton, aged
21 years and 10 months.
In Tre.mom, Feb. 2d, Mrs. Frances AL Bislen, aged
33 years.
In Vinalhaven, Jan. 11th, Mrs.
Alary E., wife of
John Carter, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 23 years, 0
months.
In Verona, Feb. 7th, Emma E., wife of James II.
Cal way, and daughter of Simeon and Emily B. Farmer, aged 19 years and 7 months.
In Liberty, Feb, lGth, Fernander C. Bowler, aged
34 years.

Joseph

BEDSTEADS.BUREAUS. &c.. &e.

inspection

and call attention of the public to their
E
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l* It f

Also

of every

Floor and First and Second
in Gallery $1 00.

Iiovv

Bring Beds, Mattresses and Feathers!
would call special attention to

Boys Wear,

those who have to purelease f would say 1 have
them all grades, from the lowest price that they can
possibly be sold lor, to tie nicest WALNUT and

KOSK Won >1»

description,

-ALSO-

:HAMBXJKGS! Metalie Burial Cases!

BLANKETS,

$2.00.
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BRIGGS & BROTHER,

1 have

and Surgeon.
Boston.

a

large
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Rooms at the AMERICAN

HOUSE,

r*a*ju*
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Linen Bosoms

late rise, which I -hall

prices

continue to sell at old
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SUITINGS!

BOSOMS RECFfVED
‘-‘is, each
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HAMBURGS !
Just received
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Which I

large lot

To

of Xew and
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PATTERNS,
am
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iUdlast, Nov. 11. INI

Hay ford Block, Belfast,

JUST RECEIVED

Co.,
Mo-

F. A. FOLLETT’S

ORGANS!

-mi' Belmont Corner, i\ mil.
iV'-m Belfast, m. lie- Belim-nt
Avenue Hoad, eight acres of splendid land, cuts six
tons of hay, a young Orchard of choice fruit j t~t
commencing to bear. .Story and half house, E'.l and
Burn, all in good repair; als-.. Carriage and Blacksmith Shop, plenty <d work for two men. to be sold
ut a bargain
Large diwount for ■■ash. For further
L. Havenparticulars enquire of U \V. L>n\\ it
er’s, corner of Cedar and Krankliu t Belfast, Me.
■>w5B‘

l'J

APPLES!

Heo. \Y. Burkett &

For Sale!

LATEST STYLES!

s

themselves ol' the opportunity .it
curing a good
bargain will find this a grand opportunity.
Jw;:
Belfast, Feb. 15, 1675.

but would

i nj:

..f

attempt to auihiorat<• ariicleM-r jiiut*
simply say, those wishing to avail

price s

e\

Allot

have been

\'ER\ Id >\A

entire

our

C O T

I will not

»

HAMBTROS,

r.u uitr

Order !

Cottons!

induced to mark down

Extremely' Low Prices!

TH HU —

At a Probate Court In-ld at Belfast, w it li in and for
the County of Waldo, on the Ocuiid fuesday ul
February, A. D 1*73.
c. HAS KILL,
\dniini-trator ot the FHaskell late uf Searsmont, in
tate ol' 3lar\ F
of
said Count;
Waldo,deceased, hav ing presented his
titnil account of Administration on -aid estate for

1C E. J*$

OYEIU OAT1NGS

BELFAST, ME.
X. 15. ( ATAKi.H, Scrub at. ami < nine ic Di
i.a:-i!..s, with tlio-t peculiar to WOMAN m.tl I'nu
dhen', wiil receive his sceciai. A iyenth-s.
1 i.k< riacn
used in all its forms—whore this
valuable agent i; indicated.
i.Gr-lIe will Vi-n Patient* at their house-, who
are unable o call at hi- rooms.
Oeeici, Hours—From lu A. 31. until 1 P. 31.
Prom
1‘ .31. until 5 P. 31., and from ; P. 31 until
9 A 31
tt

('< nt:

H A

—

stock of

Bleached and Brown Cottons

DR. JOHN HOMER,
Physician

FILL!) <&

A ElikSIl SUPPLY OK PIN!

DESIRABLE

1 w.",::

Cambrics!

-pllin/ at 12 1-2

X-i’.v

Sijuure SHA W LS much under prior-

W

Crown and improved by this ceb-brated lirm, illus*
1 rated with Four Hundred Engravings, and containing a vast fund of horticultural information, alike
useful to the amateur or the professional—mailed
prepaid to any address on receipt of c-ts., not onethird it' value; also entitling the sender to the three
.'UbsrijUeilt N llUlbe<ffrthrr 1000 PREMIUMS taken on the
product ui Briggs & Brother's .“seed in one season.
i^r-Deser.ptb e Price Lists, Circulars. &c., sent
live bv mail on application.

soldi)-

were

H. L. LORD

-*

citr”c

VEGETABLE

ns

MATH FWS.

A. B. MATHEWS.

Cashmere & Woolen.
and

patterns

Kir R EM EMU Eli THE I'i

Clothing*,

ILLUSTRATED

WORK

Same

70 Main Street, Belfast Me.

BRIGGS Sl BRO’S

FLORAL

lull

:i

•.

SHAWLS,
Long

FOR

stock of

COFFINS!

&

CASKETS

our

To

-A N D-

Mask-

nice assortment of

.1

s

-«4r

M oodem i, '.•»

TBS MFtSSIOBS OF AS INVALID, JOHN
Prnuuio

Voi
VOl

for

KINDS OF

ALL

We have

S.,l<.

PuOBATE NOTICES

SPECIAL NOTICES.

been quoted before.

ever

CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

FLANNELS
Tlikrta

GOODS !

ASH AND PAINTED SETTS !

PRICES

I
For Men and

Conce! t at 7 30. Grand March of Maskers
at 8:30 o'clock.

on

Bikeminute.

HAMBURGS of til.- very LATEST Styles

oi

WOOLENS

tra ol Portland.

Bf*fn i'll

additions to the stock which he
will sell at the lowest living prices

making large

—such as—
CHAM HER <t PARLOR SLITS.PARLOR
CABLES MARBLE if WOOD TOP.
HATTREES. WHATNOTS, WRITING DESKS. WORK TABLES
and LOOKING GLASSES,
EX TENSION TA BLE.S
d SIDE BOARDS.

over

and improved patterns* selling at

on

on-umpltoii i>

day received

$000.00

——

Washington Engine

present, and the occasion will
of great interest.

BE WISE iX TIME.
a
disease that the victims
'■cldom believe in until! too late. It is one of
the surest symptoms ol the malady, for the
patient to in<i>t that the eougli “amounts to nothing"—that their to no danger. Beware of this
fatal incredulity.
stop the eougli before it
r- aches a fatal point, wiili that most wonderful
of all pulmonic--. Half's IIoxi.y of Horeiior.M) am. Tar.
Even when half the lungs
to gone it may save the other half and
prolong
life.
<

70 MAIN STREET.
And is

\VU\I1

Worth

say, Mr. .Snooks, that you saw plaintiff
leaving the house. Was it in haste?'* “Ye-.
Hr." “Ho you know what caused the haste?"
“1 am not
rtin -ir, but I think it was the boot
(’1 his landlord."
“That will do.—Clerk, call
the next witness."

-'•little in tin* tloor, and the ba-ket- e\ten-ivel\
robbed. The scuttle is now spiked down.
< i:N

Geo.W.Burkett&Co.

Previous to taking account of stock, I shall closeout
my entire stock ol
—

BLODGETT & CO.’S

A

STOCK OF FURNITDRE!

Have tlu«

Everybody -iny- the praise of Adainson'Bothanie Cough Balsam because it is an article
«d merit, of more value than the
purest gold; it
relieve.- distress, restore health, and prolongs
lile. \\ hat greater ofliees ol kindness and merev
could it perform?

lslesboro.

HAS BOUGHT OUT

-AiNnsri-T/cx,

said the ghost spoke to \ou," snarled a
lawyer at a witness; “well, what did it say?"
“I couldn't tuidersland what it said."
“Why
not -" Because I'm not familiar with anv of the
dead languages.
'A

Tin

tiM»h-oine

one

FIELD & MATHEWS’

HMIMBM

Reserved Seat9 35 Cts.

25 Cts

Concert to Commence

A. B. MATHEWS

81 Mam Street,

tween tin- Act'.

W EAR AX’ “El.MWt»' >b" ('<»LL.\ R.if VOU WOllM
ii:ive your neck look well at party, opra, or ball.
’1 hey are sold everywhere.

apt. II. F. Hodsdon came
from < ’astine to this city with hi- horse, drawing a ptmg containing four persons. They report the ice a- a loot thick in the ship channel
between < astine and J-le-boro. The same day
Wednesday♦

On

PITCHER’S

McGREGOli

Pills, Potions and Pungencies.

a shame that sin* should he shelterless in this bitter weather, sent her to the poor

She i- said to

HAMBURGS!

—A T—

LATE OF THE FIRM OF

Third Row in Gallery 50 Cta.

thought it
hou-e.

Closing Out Sale

the benefit of He I'niversulL-t Society, at

or

February 18, 1875.

state will be

end of Church street, in search of food and
-belter.
On Saturday some persons who

-.

■

1

Bangor will celebrate
(next Monday) by
a supper at the
Bangor House. JTominent
Democrats irom different portions of the

■

■

“Among

1875. 1875.

Washington's birth-day

to

j

1

rpilE

BELFAST AMATl El! THEATRICAL
X CLl'B will give the Popular Drunui

Tlie Democrats of

aid the I mvor-alist society.
There should lie a good attendance. Sec notice
Its

GKFiEAT

DRAMA!

**

Fnn. ju.
j.}>:tr• i:t Fed tlie fashion of putting
I,-. i!:i
.*i.11• an act !«» enforce the collection
a
\
ii
)i: r
-u
do the day of repetil...
• >)
w a
!\mi ! railroad
tabled. A n■.
appro}), i.itinr’ "■•‘1,'aiu (br the Agricultural
:
•.
iinjiar.il ively new ’lisa matter j needed—also the following—
...illw ‘iv reported. A bill wa* reported to
lb -olve.l, That tin's ( omit, L*dgc. uid
While experi-i.alistics show it
ana n<i Tie pen-ion a* t so That no soldier or sailthe country lotlge-, respect fully request or who oniistiai in t]j»- war ol tefil who
peciallv
that
has pros ed
early marriages are and urgently appeal to the Sin rill'. * unity At- !>* i-onie dependent on any city or town -hallmay
oil
vhile man a-, a rule, after torney. and tin* municipal officers of Ibnia-t. l*> that account be considered a pauper or subject
.ivantageoHs
• nforei the
prohibitory law in tiii- city, Liquor lodei'ranehi-eim lit. Tin* S*nate adhered t" its
.1...mg fed
partner id his joys and selling is almost or wholb unknown in our Ibrij)--! anion, indelinitch
postponing the bill
r .wwin in r a be liy the Judge id towns, hut our young men v. limn w r are try ing relating u» idiotic inmate, in tin? insane Hosto reform and save, and old* r on.
whose famiact
An
to
amend
chap. 2.4. sec. 4, of the
r-.ii
rtf, Supreme Court, oager- lies sutler lbr life’s neee-siti. ', obtain intoxi, a- pital.
rt luting to auction- and aucrevised -t at tile
v
in
and
.ov
t..
Belfast,
pi.w.Th*-.ting liquors
iiivesis in a -!•<• uni edition: while nationeer-; referred. The ia-t bid provides that
prevent.
no auctioneer or sheriff shall allow any person
i.
a
i .i II guide-post at the roads’
A > ari tbr him in sale.- 1 »\ public auction.
The
terrible weather etmtimies—s 1». w-r-t
In the House the report adverse loan appn*with
g<a
warning linger points
j yy inter for thirty years. The Lay. at thi- point priation for the Industrial School for Uiri-.
traveller to the city id union, the
v a- rreonnuitu-d.
The hill abolishing capital
fourteen miles across, i- frozen over solid, and
ame from the Senate refused a
iMirily of s oiu.ij" men are to-day throng- eyery harbor upon if is barret! by
Men punishment
An
was offered, striking
amendment
pa--ad
:
s\ as snvar.l the walls of
celibacy, with horse- and sleighs traverse it in every di- .hi tli bill reported by the committee and subire lull ih fein e.s in tu,i many instances
rection. lee boating is a favorite amu-emmil. -t killing another, providing for solitary confinement for life instead of the death penalty.
’ei-.ie
an
.1'.liable town. We have With a triangular Irame, a -Latent each cor- A long di-cu-sion followed, resulting in the
will
of
these
contrivancener,
ami
d
Tern of the amendment, and then of the bill
sail,
plenty
•t
see the results of this in
ed l
itself bi a\oteot ol to GS. On petition, reported
on Sunday :« party
go literally like the. wind,
j
r im'ti Mti
a.-,.
The future is to
bill an act to enable Nelson Mullen and Andrew
ran over close t.o Cast in*
finding everywhere T. Kent to extend and maintain a wharf in the
I’ae excuses utfered are for the
dense iec of not less than eight inches in thick- tide water-of North Haven; reported ought to
•»l part, bin cheap subterfuges, and the ness. The oyvner of *>ne <>1 these boats claims pa-- on oil! an a« t to hu urporate tlie (’aindcn
Mann Railway. Read and assigned. On peIton is aid ss here i t I cum be- to have run from the steamboat wharf in Searstition reported bill an act to incorporate a Mututo
tin*
in
distance
four
monument,
miles,
1
all
port
hat
should man s i.« not my
al Fire Insurance Co. in the town of Thornags.
three minutes. When the weather moderates, dike. Read and assigned.
Ciat
the
but
pi1 .jiesi:inn
great majority
Fi:n. 11.
the fa\orit<* amusement will he excursions on
in the Senate the bill to enfojvc the collection
soiing men would be bettered by a the
hay.
of 1 a >;e- upon railroads passed to be engrossed.
■uiparaiiveli early marriage is a theory
Rill in relation to paupers was indefinitely postOil Saturday afternoon last, the officers of
b\
fact
as well as natural laws.
poned. Rill to amend the lobster act passed to
ipported
Mystic Grange, of the order of Patrons of Hus- be engrossed. A bill w as reported to amend
charter of the ( astine and Kllsworth Railmarriage may mamr too soo?i, (and we
bandry, lielmont, were installed in Morrill's the
road Company: also, a bill to incorporate the
a.no
known
'me that were not consumHail, at the ( orner, by Worthy 1 >i■]n11> l ieorge Brownx ille and Scbe< Railroad Company The
mated -mu enough) but liardly too early. Clements, of Wimerport.
A .Journal reporter, eommitlee on railroad imnle their final reporL.
In the House tin* ameudm>';its to tin* constiI Inhoice o'- a life partner should be exhibiting the required amount of ha\ seed in
tution. framed by the Constitutional CommisHindi e.arelulh
and with due consider- his hair, was admitted to witness the ceremon- sion, were presented by the President of that
We were deeply impressed with the sur- hodv, and r« (erred to the < ommittee oil the
ation :.
to the future results, but that it ies.
particularly the bountifully laden .Judiciary.
roundings.
hould or made we insist
There, if deon motion of Mr. Pitcher, hill ail net to extables. The installation ceremonies were imtend the time for the location and completion of
'.i.rations of marriage do not now innnepressively disposed of. toasts spoken, and re- tin* Penobscot Ray A River railroad, was taken
liateiv pour in, there is no virtue in argu- marks made by the deputy, master and others, from the table. 11c then moved to amend the
out sec. 2. an inserting the folment and cold weather.
after which the company, numbering about two hill by striking
lowing: “Providingsaid railroad corporation,
i his locality has offered lew induce- hundred, sat down to an elegant collation,such for the preservation of Belfast Harbor, shall
ments h>r an enterprising reporter lor the as only farmer's wives can produce. The hall construct it- bridge across said harbor as near
the present lower bridge, so called, as is feasiwas then cleared and dancing indulged in until
\ council of reporters was
oust week
ble and expedient: tin* question of feasibility
a late hour.
The Grange is a new one, organ- and
expediency shall be subject to agreement
‘•ailed last \\ duesday afternoon, “Rosy”
between
said railroad corporation and the city
ized last month, and now number- twenty-nine
of tie- Herald in the chair—a chair is his
of
and in ease tin- parties cannot agree
Belfast:
members. It is designed for the benefit and
oest grip.
Notes were compared and protection of the farming community, hut out- therein, then in railroad commissioners, upon
examination and hearing, shall decide what
in
alarming state <>| society shown up. side of that is desirable for its social qualities. location for the railroad bridge across said harbor is feasible and expedient, and their decision
we gazed at the bevy of pretty girls presfilings have actually done happening, Vs
shall be limit and binding upon all parties inent. we concluded that when wo change our
terested.” ilc argued at some length in support
flu- na 'e turbulent, of course moved a
occupation we would like to be a Granger. of his amendment, contending that a bridge at
strike
Herald hoped the motion would
t
u- point contemplated in the bill would spoil
The officers installed for the ensuing year are
prevail, a- it would give hint an item. —Martin B. Hunt, Master; Daniel A. Greer. the harbor above the bridge and that in consequence the property above would depreciate in
Nobody had been struck for three days Overseer; Gideon Richards, Lecturer: Charles value 50 per cent. He argued that the route
■ le. i.uitlu! Point was
was the one that should be taken; that it
reported transforni- Wctherbee, Treasurer; W. A. Morrill. Seo’y.: above
was feasible and would he for the interests of
il into a Garden ot Kden—all but the
Lanth. Chaplain; Charles I. White, Gate- all concerned, lie said that his amendment
Caleb
iig
ave.- ; they haven't been introduced. So
keeper; T. D. Thomas, Steward; Miles Pease, would do no harm, for if it w as found that tin*
Asst, steward; Clara Morrill, Ceres; Kmina road could not. go above then they would build
new sensation,
admitting of fact or fun,
their bridge as the bill in its present form conMorrill, Pomona; Alincda Greer, Flora : !'.Hen templates.
lias riflled the surtaee of the
diseouraging- I). Hunt, l.aily Asst. Steward.
Mr. MeClilver.v repli d in opposition to the
Iv smooth sea, and even the “Associated
amendment and in favor of the bill, contending
at Pierce's
V
took
place
funny
performance
the bridge across the harbor near the place
that
News'’ man was obliged to resort to a
Hall on Friday evening. One Richardson, a mentioned by the bill would not materially inthe
in
neck-tie
hastly joke,
telegraphing
waif from the neighboring province of Nova jure the harbor. If it did possibly injure it to
festival at Tlioniaston as coming off the Scotia, who has been
any extent, the city would be more than comgiving a series of dancing pensated by the benefits which would result
-bill of Peb.
entertainments on small capital, gave notice of lrom having the mad built. The route above
The coming citv election promises a a grand Valentine Ball on that evening, with would take the road through improved territory
and.tlie land d;inia<fs would be enormous.probmuddle,
l'lie professed friends of prohi- various gifts by rattle, and a silver cup to the ably .enough to defeat the building of the line.
winner ol a sack race around the hall. A pretMr. Wilson opposed the amendment and
bition have called a caucus for nominaty large assemblage ot beauty and chivalry was -poke in favor of the bill. The committee had
'imi of a radical ticket.
the matter a thorough examination and
The more con- there—“soft yes looked love lo eyes that
spake given
he thought it. safe to take their decision.
servative elements, having at heart the
Mr. I’it*-heragain spoke in favor of hi> amendagain,” and all that sort of thing. Alter interbest good ot the
greatest number, and em- mission, the musicians, who- pay for their ment and in reply to gentlemen that opposed.
The
was rejected and the bill was
bracing many ot the principal men of melodious contributions to past occasions -till passedamendment
to be engrossed.
stuck to the fingers of tiie boss, declined to
oolh political parties,
Fin. 12th.
propose a movement
In tin Si nutc the compulsory education bill,
furnish any more wind ami elbow grease on
a
to
citizens
looking
tiiket that shall give
pending its passage to he engrossed, was tabled.
tick. There were girls dying to he hugged in
Reference l*» the next legislature was
»«s a city government, efficient in
reported
more
the circling waltz, and fellow- ill their good on th*1 bill to provide for the taxation of dogs.
cat\
was
way than one. This movement will be clothes
the
also
resolve
I
in
ion
re
at
to
a new
the
reported
hugging—hid
eager to do
Insane Hospital, appropriating $50,000 for that
made entirely independent ol
party. It gut scrapers were firm. Tiie poet's night that purpose. A n solve was also reported
making
the Democrats and Republicans call their was “tobe filled with music-’ wasn't that night. an appropriation of 25,000 for improvements
in
the
ot
about
or
rumble
and
present hospital.
1 »arty caucuses, there will lie a lively There was no squeal of violin,
ot Waldoboro’ Infor
Petition
incorporation
bass viol, or warble of clarionctte, to he got
to and fro” of the ax-grinders
surance Company, presented and assigned. Alout of that orchestra. The sack racers, seeing so
petition of Woman .sullrage Association for
no
prize silver cup, declined to he bagged. An right of suffrage. Referred to joint special com-There! We don’t teei so badly about
of three on part of the Senate.
mittee
it now. The Jacksonville, Florida, L’niot: officer appeared and trusteed the funds in the
An act giving a lien on pressed hay for perhands of the ticket seller in hcliall of some outsonal services in pressing, was indefinitely postsayrs they have had a snow storm in that side creditor. Then arose
a commotion among
poned.
place.
In the House a resolve was reported laying a
tiie cheated dancers. The manager, who attax upon the several counties, also a resolve
to
was
leave,
seized
and
hustled
about
—The Democrats of Portland have tempted
making an appropriation of $15,000 for the
and a first class row seemed imminent. Normal schools at f astine and Farmington. An
nominated for Mayor, Roswell M. Rich- the hall,
The police interfered at last, cleared the hall, act was reported fixing the pay of councillors;
ardson, and for Municipal Judge, Enoch
act in relation to capital punishment.
and put out the gas. Next morning, Richard- also an
Read and assigned a bill an act to legalize the
Knight, They are good men, and ought son “lit out” in search of “fresh fields and
doings of the town of Appleton.
to be elected.
A committee of seven on the part, of the
pastures new.”
■

petition

In the Senate Saturday, the bill relating to
idiotic inmates at the Insane Hospital which
had been indefinitely postponed was reconsidered and Wednesday lit xt assigned for further
tonsideratiou.
In the House, a minority of the Committee
on W ays and Bridges reported a bill
requiring
counties to build and maintain bridges costing
*300 or move. Knaeted by both branches—act
additional to chapter 21, public laws of lS7t, relating to fishing; protection ol' deer on lit.
Desert Island; to extend the time for the location of the Georges Valley Railroad. The act
relating to taxation of railroad companies lias
passed both branches to lie engrossed.
Feb. 13.
In the Senate resolves were reported concerning the constitutional amendments, ami
tabled. It was ordered that a session of the
Senate be held to-morrow afternoon specially
to consider the constitutional amendments.
Bill in relation to the pay of members, making
tile salary 8150 tor the session, and allowing
one dollar for every ten miles travel once each
w ay, during the session, was
presented. The
bill incorporating a bank at Rockland was recalled from tile Governor, reconsidered and
tabled.
In the House an order for two sessions a dav
on and after fo-morrow, was
passed. Bill to
provide for deficiency in appropriations for
1*11 was reported. A resolve was reported
making an appropriation of $10,000 for Maine
< tenoral
Hospital.
Feb. 10.
In the Senate the resolves in favorof a new
insane hospital ami the present hospital, were
read once and tabled. Bill was reported discontinuing the sinking fund of 1S05. and abolishing the office ol Commissioner of the sinking Fund. Resolve to reimburse certain tow ns
for money paid for men in the call of 1303 and
1*01 w as tabled, in the afternoon the proposed
amendments, to the constitution w ere taken up
and considered, from 1 to t*. inclusive: three
aniendiiK ids were adopted.
In 1 lie House an act to revive the office of
hand Agent passed to be engrossed. An amendment was offered to the hill in relation to execution ot capital punishment, which was or
derod printed.
The first constitutional amendment, ill relation to the rights of religious societies, was defeated in both branches. The second in relation
to bribery at elections, was amended, but was
not finally disposed of.

overhauling folks
who make free with their woodshed.

people

The railroad

tlij.,

on

Feb. 13.

The tire bug has spared us since the Angler
tire—but lie will be heard from.

trade of

The railroad bridge has been repaired -utlicientlv to allow trains toci,o--.und the -latiun

arpenrer of Portland
m-t as he was rising

i-

be

sheet of ice

a

lmm

ad

report.- i.

Isn't it a waste of Vin-h Sainm I’.- oil to run
the light-houses on lYnob-eet liav to illuminate

Kepultii.-aii sees but one wav
the defeat of tin Republican party
improve it' morals. me:Ls

■I..:;
e'

are

below zero.

Loui-

*si.

and now white bare-

(did weather froze up Hi- Valentine l-u-ini---.
Love can't gusli much, with the thcrmometri

rirgj of a. I a 1> McKay of Liverpool
elided, ov\ ing numerous Bangor dealer?
d ie amount' l a deal shipped last sea-

1

time,

appointed
Suffrage Association.

Iloyal Arch ChapMonday evening next. ! can make it.
floes have prevailed f r
We should

ter will 1)0 installed on

the

\.

Bickford's

wharf.

will be sentenced to death.

bey

The Pomeroy

demolished

about

Tuesday.

ITousc was

ljeen appointed Postmaster

Milton Cofiin has
at Thorndike.

lOO Blols.
SPLENDID NEW YORK

ORGANS!

ORGANS! APPLES.
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^

_
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Ordered. That the .-aid Administrator give notice
to all persons intere-ted
by causing a copy ot
this order to be ] uhlished three wet k~‘ -ttcci ssi\ ely ill
THOUSANDS SAVED.
the lb publican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
brink of the grata
health and strength
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at From the
totho.se
deemed incurable, by using tie- la
Belfast. wiiMu and h-r -aid coum y, on the second given
Bi
\/ii.i ! a \ Li an r,
moils
ered by Dr. L\aiH
iscov
o!
March
te
; u« .-nay
\t, at o.'ii of t le flock b« fortol the Navy
Radicall} cures, D Y sfri-m\. I.ivj.i:
am tin y ha-e. wh;
noon. and shou can-*-, it
the I
1
>.
s Di.mi.m
and
Kii'Ni.v
Comim.ain
Vi.mm
same houltl not be allowed
Lpilki-m, l.ust Vitality, and Weakness s trom
ASA 1 HI 151.01 (.11, Judge.
in
Ala
T<
m u « «», Orii m. and otlna
vcessis
<*n<
n.,
B. p illl 1 l£e-i <t *
A title copy. Attest
Sv
causes weakening the Brain and N
i:\oi
iim.
Send stamp for circular, Em/tirr / harmn
>.
At a Probate < >urt In hi at Belfast, within and for
rrutical Co. 75-' lirondwaji, A
1 \.i-;
tie County ol' Waldo, on tin second fiie-day of
l ehruai \, A. D.
L FI A A. 311 NKuK, Administratrix of the Ftate of s-trali 1. Mull roe, late of Fiucoluv ille,
in
ml County "f Wald", deceased, having presentid lu r first accou nt of Administration oil said estate,
together with In-, private claim for allowance.
a
Ordered, 1 hat the said Administratrix git e not i
to all person- intere-ted bv causing a copy of thi-older to be published three weeks successively ill the
printed at Belfast.that
may
appear at a Probate Court, to be lu-ld at IP*Hast’,
within and for said County on the seeond Tuesday
of .March next, at ten ol the clock before noon,
and show cause, if any they have, why tile same
should not *• allowed.
ASA I IIF'BIJ H ull, Judge.
on
A truecopv. Attest—B. I*. Field. Register.

Don’t Faii to Call

Buy Good

i Now is your time to

Upon

Fruit

Cheap,

..

erally,

that

will

they

At a Probate c ourt l-.el«l at Belfast,within arid for
the t. ountv of Waldo, on tin second Tuesday of
February,'A. I>. l>7-‘*.
11 J. A HARDING, formerly Hadley, Guardian of Ada May Gilchrist, minor heir of
Georg*- Gilchrist, late of --in said County
ot Waldo, deceased, having presented her tirst and
final account of Guardianship for allowance.
< irderod, d hat tie- said < luardian gi\ c notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probale Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said < ounty, on the second fuesday of
March next, at 1*-n ot the clock before noon, and
show cause, it any they have, why ihe same should

OB/.

be allowed.

A

true copy.

a

First Rate Stock of

St.,

the

notice to

all

subscriber hereby gives public
THE
concerned, that she lias been duly appointed and
taken
trust of Administratrix

upon herself the
the will annexed of the estate of
JOHN WEST, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; she therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
HARRIET WEST.
toiler.
with

and

\
i

11E

Common and

some

to

bo

F i

Mi

VS*

now

‘^uantitio- and
thereby saving all the strength
which we give our customers
advantage of

Ro A> I in Small

OFTEN,

__-

_

I

Patent

Medicines

Sold lower than over before
If you don't believe It
come and

see

W. o. POOR &SON
have just m-e:\e«l h" LARGEST. BESI
and most COMPLETE \ ARIETY
ol' coons in any DRUG si OKI'
♦

BIG

STOCK

AND

heap as the i heapest!
«- «►

Personal Attention Given to Prescriutions

H d Those Wiio

*■

Try

to

Help

Ru.YST

iiOKIJM l\ HdKU
Having recently ptirehnMd the dock ami trade «»T <
S. HKK.SKY. will kerp constantly on hand u hug’
assortment of

of tin*
the

the best manufacture,

Of

♦-

Also Furnace Work,
itc.

Ware, Lumps, Oil,

CHOICE FLOURS
Made

\\ i; SKI.I.

c iieai* tost cash

!

Come and •xamine the in-wed
and b»*st store in the world.

specialty.

a

JOS
Of

We <ell no SRICF.S but what are warrant' d to he
‘*oodiis
Sl'RK I LY FI KF, and our
1 LIAO
can he found in the market.
which
we
the
articles
keep
may be
Among
many
found Molasses of various grades, Svrups, Beef,
Fork. Lard, Fish, Shorts and Feed Corn, <'orn Meal,
Rye Meal, Wheat Meal, ‘hit M*al, ‘irahani Flour,
Buckwheat Flour, Crushed Wheat, Hoiuiiiv, N«\

Remember the place,

ELLIS & GINN.

&

MEAT

Goods!

«

W O FL K.

all description promptly attended to.

ttyjr People who contemplate purchasing «tc\ri
and tin ware will do well byealliug on me belore g«.»
innr elsewhere. na\ing had large experience in th.business am satisfied that I can give satisfaction.
Bella

r. <

»ct.

R. I\ CLARK.

lath, Is. !.

tt la.

STAMBTJItds*

tiSj Church Street.

."Ml

■#

MARKET H AMBURGS!
‘

a

GROCERY STORE!
----

NF.D have purchased the stock
rjillK CNHl.R^Ii.
I jmd trade of tin Meat and Grocery Store forSAN
& S1AFLLS iu Teleby
merly occupied corner BURN
of Main and High streets
graph building,
will
keep
where they
every thing in the meat and
vegetable line that the season affords. Also grokinds.
all
of
ceries
A Team will deliver all articles

and Tea
lmvo just received
superior article ol

IN
Plated Table Knives.

purchased
free of

Also a full line of FOBKS, SPOONS, &c., of the
Best Makers Heavy SILVER PLATE ou fine

NICKEL SILVER foundation.

CALVIN HERVEY, Phenix Row.

CALL QUICK.
tfJ7

flood .Stock of

a

■*»*

addition to my usual Stock, I
from tliemanufacturer, a very

FOLLETT,

A.

l'iu

l

Will find it greatly to their advantage to give me
A. 11 All 111 w.
CALL.
aitf
High Street.
Belfast, Feb, 1, 1870.

Will

the

much nicer than Coffee that has been
months, as we have been oblig-

♦

Fellow Citizens, 1 am profoundly grateful lor your
very liberal patronage for the past twenty years,
but I must leave you, and my entire stock must bw
closed out by the 10th day of April.
jllsT will have the greatest
Those who call
variety to select from.
All in want, or are contemplating the purchase of

Carpets. Oil Cloth. Window
Shades. Cloths, Clothing

d'ut

80 Main Street.

Almost

Away

Furnishing

F.

of their Fresh Roasted

We also lia\e

NOTICE TO THE P U BUC~

Academy Dining

SPRING TERM OF TEN WEEKS WILL
Instruction in
Commence Feb. 22d, 1875.
Higher English, French and Latin. A
Commercial Department will be added, under the
charge of a Graduate of Dingo Business College.
G. C. KILGORE, Prin.
G. A. KILGORE, Com Dep’t.
WM. S. FULLER, Sec.
i Send for Circular. |
;'.w32
Freedom, Jan. 22, 1875.
r

try

WHICH

Stock

Cigars1

piie.

at

Themselves."

Coffer

SILVER PLATED

Freedom

••

ed to sell heretofore.

Given

YOUNG, late of Palermo,

-•

Roa-ted Lor

ffTHE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
1 concerned that lie luis been duly appointed and
I TUBER

don’t fail to call atone and

you In vi.'i

Lane's Patent Coffee Roaster !

No.
!
the Court

A, D. FRENCH.
0. W. FRENCH.

Entire

le iail.

IUARIES SULIM! AT COST:

All persons indebted to A. IK
French are requested to call and
settle their accounts.

in tlie County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to him.
FREDERICK YOUNG.

BLUE HUH!

House.

My

mi.l

IKH< F

HEM EMBER TIIE PEACE.

i

place,

near

*

in the Countv

Furnace Work and Plumbing
made a specialty.
Church

.u.

Have You Seen it ^

gjif

yg^-Remember

J.yrgfi
M. V WOODCOCK & SON.

prices.

Pipe, Sheet Zink,

\riOLA

taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of the
estate of

Come and examine these Organ- lbr yourself and
«:*.•*>!» and « lit ift i:
con1, ineed tliat tln-v anver satv. and if yon want one \\- an
han an) you
bound r’«t i.t.i. us we-hull let \.. oxi touch u-in
I

Tin Ware, Sinks,
Sheet Lead, Lead

20

ur-d ,:,d

y
be
The tuning and repairing of an ojgau
i>i -on
done by a person, that by constant practic.
rnvtiun with organ-, understand* th -m j rlV* :
Consi-ij nt*v we shall liave a ti vt i: fmu the !ac
tory visit >i- regularly and keep our organ- m
Ml and ki i»alie.

A, i>. FRENCH’S

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
1'i bruarv, A. D. 1875.
.JONES, widow of Cushing .Jones, late
of Palermo in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition for an allowance from
the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Viola give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of ibis order to
1 «• published tliroe weeks
in the Republican .Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on tin* second Tuesday of
March next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, wliy the said petition
should not be granted.
ASA THURLOUGII, Judge.
A true copy, Attest
B. I*. Fiei i>, Register.

successively

people.
Every Instrument sold by i- fully unit
satisfaction guaranteed to the purch-i-M-i

STOVES!

1>FB.MI

>F

<•

old stand, No. 20 Church street.
We shall keep constantly on hand

Asa ITTURLOrGH. Judge.
Attest—B. P. Piked, Register.

At a Probate f ourt held sit Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on thu second luesdayol
«
February, A. IF, 187.*.
j.l A F. WF i llFiiBFK. widow of Lewis
31 Wetherbee, late of Belmont in -aid County
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition for
an allowance from tin personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered. That the said IVnm-Iia give notice
intere-ted by causing a copy of this
to all person
order to be published three weeks sti ve-sively in the
Journal,
printed at Belfast, that they
Republican
may appear at a Probate Court, to beheld at Belfast,
within and for said County, on tin- second Tuesday ot
March next, at tell of the clock before noon, and
-bow cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
"aid petition should not be granted.
AS A Til L KLOl'GIT. Judge.
A true copy. Attest—1>. P. Field, Register.

at

!.<_» 1

«

Stove am] Tin Ware
Business

I Alio!

duly competition,

last material. in tin- mo-T
g-nemlly com." led that
all
the
they possess
i|ualith-* of 1 One. Act ion, De-i
sign, Finish and Durabilit v which constitute t
Lass ins ti-.imknts and win rever rhe\ have been
introduced, they him-, by their merit aD■ n• •, won
el ;jn
their way into tin admiration and conthh n

the

to carry

W hoh-

they are built- from hi"
tlmrough manner and it

continue

\

Cuntectionm ami

i ERUAI I D

ORGANS!

Copartnerrespectfully inform

ship, would
their friends, and the public gen-

they

Republican.lournal,

<

SMALL & KNIGHT

formed

Having

••

I III

AM) 1 A \MI.M

A. I). FRENCH & CO.,

J

not

A L: ii,

I

of

us

at any

part

of the

City

A NEW STOCK

ed and
to

Just Receiv-

Selling from 3

cents

$1.00 Per Yard.

B.

F.

WELLS.

Charge.

We invite our old friends to call.
CALVIN .1. GRAY.
N. F. PATTERSON
Belfast, Aug. 20th, 137L—tfr

StowelliCo.

Charlestown, Haas.

—-■

Where the Confederate Funds Went.

Song.
I know not if moonlight or starlight
Hr soft on the land and the spa,—
1 eateli but the near light, the far light,
Ol eye> that are burning for me:
: the night, of the roses.
Ti,
n:
Wav harden the air for thee. Sweet.—
If duly the Invatb of thy -ighing
I know. a< I lie at thy feet.
The wind' imiv he -elihing or singing.
Their loiieli may la- lervenl or eold,
’! lie night-bells may toll or be ringing.
1 rare not with thee in my hold 1
The teas: may go on and tin mushHr sealtered in eestasv round.—
I love tin
TliV whisper.
:
1 love the
Hath flooded my soul with it- sound.
'•

■

1 iliink not of time that i- flying.
Hoe short i- the hour 1 lone v. r..
How near is this living to dying.
How Hu shadow -till follows the sun:
Tina
light upon earth, no desire.
Worth a thought, though Twere had by a sign!
I love thee
I love thee! Bring Higher
Thy spirit, thy kisses, to mine!
1

Nigh- Encounter with

kk

a

Rocking

Chair-

Old Mo-Stinger was going to bed a little
tiie other night, and not wishing to
disturb .Mrs. .McStinger, wiio lias a tongue
like a rat-tale lile. he thought it just as well
He got on very
not to turn on the gas.
well until lie reached the door ot the chamber where his patient wife lay sleeping.
Here he paused a moment, balancing on
his heels like a pole on a juggler's nose,
t hen he Hindi- a dash for it, in order to
-Mrs.
make a bee lme across the floor.
McStinger. with In r usual exemplary fortitude. had phir i! the rocking chair with
ivavv

such

ll

gilt'

skill that

no

man

could

conic

i-itothe room without running over it: so
the first thing lie knew XcStiuger stubbed
h.- toe l.ail oil against the rocket, which
knocked tin- seat against the crazy bmic
of liis ki.'-c. and made one of tile long
Sinimta
anus |>p <1 him m tee stomach
lcll ( it the chair crosswise,
nco'tsh
:unl :t ki i\eil him behind Ills back before
lie eoulii get up front the tloor, as he stood
l'hu engagement was now
on all lours
fully opened. When a man begins falling
over rocking chairs in a dark room, he
ou<rht alwavs to have three days rations
and forty n nnds lietore MeStinger could
"■et up straight ins knee came down on
due of the ung rockers behind, and the
back of tile chair came down on his head
with a whack that iaid him out llaton the
floor; and. before he could move, the
hair kie o d liim three times in the tenderest part o; his ribs with the sharp end
i iii- made him perfectly
cker.
ot the
furious, and lie serambied up and made a
hlnid rush at the chair, determined to blow
up the enemy's works, lie ran square
against the buck, and it rocked forward
with him. turning a complete somersault
over
the handles, throwing Mc.V.iuger
a cross the room and landing on
halt \va
\ ,p oi i<ii i. digging into his abdomen
ike a bull's hm ns. as lie lay spread out on
It would have been a
tin under sid e
good thing for Mct-tinger il lie had lain
-till then and let the chair have its own
that on his back, with the
wav.
It. ho.
I* the rockers
and didn't seem to want

long points

active

to

do

anything

then.

just

mu

embracing him,

cumin;!

Alc.Mlllgei

11 :i»r

up

in*

give it up yet. He rolled over
sideways and upset the chair. It fell with
a crash on its side, git mg him a furious

mind to

dig in the liver, which made him straighten
nut his legs spasmodically. 1 arkiug one

shin from the instep to the knee on the
locker which hung m the air. mil getting
the chair on its led again, where it stood
rocking backward ami torward at him,
like a wary old ram making lends ot butting its adversary, in order to throw him
off his guard. The blow in the side nearly
finished .MeStinger and while lying there
rubbing bis w ind back again, he was just
beginning to reflect whether his honor required him to proceed anv further in the
atfuir, when Mrs. .MeStinger suddenly began screaming all the name* in the crimes
act, under tin-impression that the Charley
Ross abductors were trying to commit a
burglarv, rubbery and everything else,
f’p to this time she had been speechless
with terror, ami had lain there trembling,
an.I accumulating shrieking power, until
st.o had gained the screaming capacity of
She had just readied
a camel-back engine
her third -tb/':.//../'' ,'u/'O'r>bl;0 tO‘ci /eruuilo,
when old .MeStinger succeeded in gettins: to 1;i* leet once more and became
With
dimiv visible to Mrs. MeStinger
mic la*t wild parting shriek, she sprung
lr;mi the bed and made a dash for the door,
real
whieit the rocking chair slill stood
menaneing the whole universe with a butting mi.ti 'ii. Mrs. MeStinger had no lime
for inve ligation just then, and she pitchmi
ut, a.nl over the rocking chair and
eh a on down -fairs, the chair after her,
r and over, and kicking Mrs.
turning
MeStinger at every bump until they both
auded in the hall below when* the chair
This ended die light
broke all to atoms
[('olumbus Journal.
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bus Steward, County Treasurer ol Someriias held i he oilicc two y ears
set Co.
is

a

It.

ilctamt

to

l,i- g.

...

dispatcl

the extent ol some Slip (JO.

t"

Canada.

A

-ays:
Sicward i- a man about

md

ego
.'

s

Skowhegan

—

time

at

mail

was

a

ot S'aiccsct county

nneeted, has

sixty years of

prominent bttsi-

lleisrespee-

never lived extravafrom carelessness in ii is business
pi rati''its he has 1 .st largely tor stw< j;.
st.
Q te an amount of his
paper as maker and indorser is said to be
in Id lay banks • n the Kennebec liver.
II-- fuller, when tliv, was the wealth-

tabli

it

Somerset county, and he inii•• itI at least 873,000 ol iiis property.
Ton (ceil .i-ars past he lias lived a life of
.. (sure, and has been
considerably emiiarHi- li.mdsm.'ii
are
lassed.
Marcellos
Steward of N th Ansm, and A F. Karlin
"I Skowh-.’gai]. tin; former a broth":- and
the latter a brother-in-law.
in

a.

:.

There is sotlievs'iiCw
Snahi
taittg who! 1 v .significant, w rites an American naturalist, in the gleam of the snake’s
eye—it is a look generally of the most
Cats have the same
malicious nature.
look when irritated. At such times there
i- a
my o! \ i-i-uis intelligence in the eyes
cat and snake, and that they are
of but
both ol them animated by a deadly purpose is soon perceived, should am creatA bird lias been
ure be in their power.
seen to whirl round and round in a circle,
near the ground, not in the usual manner
ol flying, but with a short, frightened, fluttering motion, till it fell to the surface,
when it was soon in the mouth ot the
snake. Now, we believe a cat is the only
quadruped that will face a snake. We
have watched a lag tomcat stare at a large
snake for an hour together, puss all the
time with Ins back up, his lmir on end
Ini

■

and his tail gently waving to and fro; the
snake, at the same time, gazing just as in-

tently

on

the

eat.

The New Turk correspondent of the St.
Louis Republican writes of smuggling
practices, saying “Some time ago a passenger of a l-’rcnch ship was suspected of
having a quantity of diamonds to get
through, and on the dock she was told
she must be examined. 'The dear girl
protested, it was no use. So turning to
her fellow-passengers she bade them
adieu. The warm embrace she bestowed
on one
lady was touching; she kissed her
not once, but twice, anil with each kiss
she gave into her friend’s keeping a solitaire worth 83,000. Then she went off
with a whole mouthful, which she would
have swallowed like so many
p lls rather
than disgorge.
As slip afterward
explained, those awful big stones impeded her
utterance, and she intended givino- the
Custom House people a piece of her mind,
and thus she was enabled to do so, thanks
to her own ingenuity and the size of her
triend's mouth.”

The Sacramento Union ol January gist
tells (lie following singular story regarding the dispo.-iil of a portion ol the funds
in the < 'nnfederat.e treasury at the collapse
of the rebellion :
When the Confederate army, under General Lee. was forced hack from the trenches
at Petersburg l>y the Federal army, President Jlavis hurriedly ordered about £11,000,1100. tho property of the hanks of Virginia and of the Confederate States, to be
placed on trains at lfiehmond and sent
South, intending to convey it to the transMississippi Department, il possible, there
to make a final stand.
The treasure was carried down to Charlotte. X ('., where the railroad ended. At
this plat", it was decided to leave the j
\ irginia
|
money belonging to the bank ot
the rest ot j
in keeping of their officers
the monev belonging to the Confederate \
States was placed in wagons and the reIhe brigades ot Gens.
treat continued.
Basil. Duke and Vaughan, w ho had succeeded in escaping from Last Tennessee
and had arrived at Charlotte a few days
before, were placed under the orders of
Gen. John C. Breckinridge, to act as an
escort to the treasure, ar.d the command
proceeded south until Greensboro, Washington county, Ga., was reached. At this |
point, information was received that the
Federal General Wilson had captured
.Macon, a few miles distant, and in the line !
of retreat to the tratis Mississippi Department.

the Khedive of
of Gen. Sherman
which congress recently authorized her
liusoaud, Lieut. Fitch, to accept, lias arrived in this country. The present is intended to show the Khedive's appreciation
of the worth of Gen. Sherman’s advice
concerning the reorganization of his army
during Sherman’s visit to Cairo in IS":?.
I lie necklace is a perfect mass of large
diamonds, artistically strung, and with
still larger diamonds hanging bown at
intervals in the form of pendants. The
earrings are composed of a number of the
larger sized diamonds arranged to match
the necklace. Belli are contained in a
superb jewel ease of velvet and are accompanied by a congratulatory letter from
Hie Khedive
The gilt is valued at Sil/iO.000.
testimonial

The

to the

Egypt

of

riiUK subscribers
X K. WADIJX,

building

Tin,
with

;

This is a strange story, not to be used
in Sundav School. An Albany man. out
of work and nearly starving, turned for
comfort in his extremity to his sainted
mother’s Bible, for the first time since
her death in 1867. To his surprise and delight he found a 810 bill between the
leaves, and immediately fell on his knees
With a
for the first time since 1840.
light heart and glittering eye he prayerfully started for the baker's to obtain a
loaf' of bread. There he found that the
bill was counterfeit, when lie swore bit-
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Works

of the

Mound-Builders.

twenty year-; ago Klijali Cheek,
who during the late war sought the Chief
About

Magistracy of Arkansas at the hands of
President Lincoln, was engaged in constructing a plank road from Mound City,
live miles above Memphis, to Marion, the
capital of Crittcndon County, ten miles
west of Memphis. In making excavations
and embankments Air. Check discovered
strangely shaped bricks, of which specimens were sent to the writer ot this memoir.
They were made of grayish clav,
nine by twelve inches in width and length,
and lour inches thick
Mr. Cheek supposed from the number ot ruins which he
found every few rods along the route of
tins old military road that Spaniards, when
they held the country, built palaces everywhere and grew enormously rich by cultivating the lowlands, lie finally accepted the conclusion, after hearing a curious
recitation of mound-builders' history, written by t!n‘ late Cornelius Matthews, ol
New York, that the old military road was
not the product of modern but ot ancient
skill and toil, he then saw how the ridge
it traverses is artificial, how it is wider
where the richest mound-builder built his
domicile, and how it is true that these
people lilted up in the lowlands not only
countless mounds and dug countless canals
and aguadas, but absolutely created, by
uplifting the earth that constituted them,
broad farms ol hundreds and even thousands of acres.
We ol modern times are
boastful ol the triumphs of engineering
skill that bridges rivers, upheaves levees,
and builds railways. These mound-builders achieved tasks, and constructed roadbeds that stagger credulity, and
dug canals
infinitely more serviceable than railways
ever were in the lowlands.
Floods, ruinous to civilization and wealth, were rendered by them wholly impossible. Canals
were not only the cheapest
agencies of
commerce, bat the area of water service
exposed to the action ol the sun's rays was
not materially lessened, as would occur it
levees could efleet their purpose and wall
in the river. N'o such changes in climate
or hygrometrical laws resulted as would
render, by producing wet and dry seasons,
the suecesstul cultivation of cotton impossible. These mound-builders were wiser
than we
They cultivated the lowlands,
first regulating the distribution of water,
and making the country healthful
by this
useful system of drainage; ami then doubtless there were at Memphis, as at St. Louis
and Louisville, and other points designated by remains of the mound-builders,
greatest works, magnificent cities, [harpers' .Magazine for February.

Hereafter all communications relating to the
’>th Concert should be addressed to the undersigned, and I pleege myself that the drawing
■‘hall come off February 27th or that every dollar paid for tickets shall be returned.
F. M. BRIGGS. Agent and
Manager,
Boom 4, Public Library Building,

Louisville, Ky.
Or Til OS. II. HAYS &

CO., 009 Broadway, N. Y.

No Chartres for obtaining:
Trt
WTYYD C Patents unless successful.
XU TKTT71?
XJN V XjJJ
lUxvo Pamphlet free. C. A.
Shaw,
110 Tremont Street, Boston.

a. L.

PAMPHLET-BOOK (ninety-seventh edition), conaining lists of over 2000 newspapers and estimates,

\ t'sts,

Oi{ SOUI, f'HAK.Ml.NG,”
may fascinate and gain the
love ami affections of any person they choose, instantly. This art ail can possess, free by mail for
cents; together with a Marriage Guide, Egyptian
Oracle, Dreams. Hints to Ladies, &c. 1,000,000 sold.
A queer book. Address 1. WILLIAM & CO, Pubs.,

Philadelphia.
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addition to my

The Best Selected Stock ot
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and

CALL

even

low or

BEFORE
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price;,

an

Patent Medicines,

Drugs, fancy Goods,

Sc,!

I have taken particular pains to make such a selection as will be desirable, ornuinental and
useful to the purchaser. My stock consists in part of an elegant line of
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Bollast,

N

MAM I At

1

addition

Belfast, Me.

OFFICE

gtitf

my usual

very

lo

: Barton Street.
This firm confidently assure the masters and owners of ships that they have the best of facilities for
executing every branch of shipworks, for both wooden and iron ships, in a manner guaranteed to edve
satis fact ion. —t f. 4

superior article

a
one

can

general depression ol‘ the Wholesale
accumulated n heavy stock, consist-

1 HE ONIA MEDICINE that is warranted a
perr,'f cure for all the worst
forms of Piles, Leprosy,
1‘Oi'ula, Ring-Worm, Salt Rheum, Ganger,
<
\iARKn, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Asthma,
Dyspepsia, Kidneys, and all disea see of the Skin
und Blood. Entirely
vegetable. Sent by express,
and money returned in ail cases of failure. II. D.
FnWLE, Chemist, 71 Prince Street, Boston. Sold
everywhere. $1 a bottle. Send tor Circular.

| They

First-Class

Du

it Beats the World. I

Say

take this method to

$5000 Gold for

a

Better Article

dispose

FOR $7.25 !
through ticket

Leaves Belfast for Brooksville on Moudav and
I hursday at 1 .:<> I*. M
and on Wedm-sda1- ami sat
urdav at V A. M.. or outlie arrival of the Boston
Boats, touching at Lastlne and Islesboro1 each wav
( onueeting at Brooksville
witli stage for .-urgent
and Sedgwick on Wednesday ami
Saturday at

yiln^

Freight Taken
Tirkets

|

olil

at

Fair Rates !

lirowrli to Sargcnivillf and Mr
w irk !iv Stare.

!

—-

F A R E :
Brooksv ille
Sedgwiek stage
Brooksville to Belfast.
to

to

Belfast,

£_•./„>

i]

(’us-tine

Islesboro
< a-tino to Islesboro,

tyj

40

‘v.-,

Brook>\ille,

stages leaves sedgwick
ia sargentville
for
Bro«ik>\ille on Monday :mi Thursdav at G
mock A
M., connecting through with Boston Boat-return
ing same day from Brooksville at 4 1*. >|. Also,
stage lenv«
sedgwick on W.-due.-dav and Saturday
nt V A. M.,
returning from Brooksville ut
M
:u
n\ mg at sedgwick about *\:;u r. M.
l>ee' l e and sedgwick
passengi rs can on Mon
ami I hursduvs have about three hour- time in
Belfast and return to sedgw ick at about t o’clock ut
>

s

or two

SAVINGS

BANK !

day.-

same day.
stage haves purity’- Motel, Sedgwick, at G A. M
\\ .1. Sargent & son, Sareentv ille, at
Stage h av.

f. :;<j a. M.

W. W. CASTLE
Belt

-t, Dec 7 1-74. -tf

Agent, Belfast.
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LIVERY STABLE!

the Throat, Chest, and Lungs,

HORSE-FLESH!
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out number.

can

144 Water Street,
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Augusta. Me,

anil most complete t0 he
ol'the .State. Mv Glasses

Sprite.nn<1 ad,“m'd
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BIFOCAL GLASSES!
Which enable a person to see the finest
print
objects at a distance with the same spectacles.
Glasses id' all kinds fitted to old bows. <
fail

to

be suited.

;jv0

unrl

n,e

..

tfvio

CALVIN HERVEY, Phenix Row.

Farmers & Mechanics

ATTENTION !
HAVE JUST RECEIVED A
LARGE IV
voice ol \\ bite Charcoal rig Iron,
calculated1
expressly for

Wi:

Sled Shoes and

lyeowll.

HAIR TONIC !

Fittings.

A. C. BURGESS’. Main St.

••

*

Robert G. Ames, Teamster,
J. W. Black, Deputy Sheri If,
•L M Hale & Co., Stage Props., Ellsworth,
W. L. Cleaves, Prop ot Liv. Stable Stockton,
AND MANY

Each
month increases its sales nearly double
that of the previous month. The following are some of the reasons why it

pleases

Prepared Bv

universally.

■I IYOLINE never fails to stop
falling out of the hair.
BilOLIWE will immediately
eradicate dandruff.

AIOLI.VE is as clean as pure
water.
Il ilOLHE will not color the

411

LEVI TOWER, JR., BOSTON.
50 Cents a Bottle.
Sold Everywhere.
As n guarantee of the reliability of BAYOT.1NE
.NICHwe are permitted to use the name ol'GEO. 11
OLS. M. I>., who has used it in his family with exceedingly beneficial results, and is perfectly acquainted with its composition. He unhesitatingly recom
mends it to his patients, and declares It free from
any injurious substance.

Belfast

Savings Bank.

and December.

Deposi'H received daily, (except on Sundays and
Legal Holidays.) from -J to 12 A. M., and 2 to 4 P. M.
Saturdays Rank closes at 12, noon.
ASA FAUNCE, Prest.
John H. QI’IMBY, Thus
Belfast, June 8th 1874.

R

Agents Wanted!

HARE CHANCE to make

money.

Agents

money working for me, than
The article is
wav.
any
something that will
sell at every house, it retails at $:i.OO, hut to intro
dace the article, I will send sample and full direc
tions for $1.00. Address, J. AI.OKK, Barton, Vt

ltnoiiu

more

Pru’p.

AND

I t^enr
Bui a si, Mi:

FOIiEK.X

PATEN l>

H. EDDY

SOLICITOR OF PATENTS
Fur Inventions. Trade Mark,

nr

»

No. 76 State

l>r
In

Portland ami put myself under treatment of
in is hours my disease w us broken
up
week I was :t< well as ever
< APT H. F.
DAVIS, K night SN die, « I

lUsigns,
°

here saved

■

For several years 1 have been troubled with <'a
tarrh and Scrofula. About two months
ago, my
h* ad was a continual rack of pain. Mv throat and
lungs so badly effected tha I could scarin'ly breatlx
with a continual cough. My limbs badlv swulh-i,.’
-My right knee was twice as large as the left orI
could
move or bear any
M\
wight on it
physicians said they could not help me. 1 a this con
elition, (without expecting a cure), but hopiim for
temporary relief. I employed Dr. Staples. Ju 1,
than vs hours after
the Acapuncturatur I
could breath and walk with
perfect ea<e and I
am now perfectly free from the
above mentioned
troubles.
MISS KA I'll' MILF.s
Cumberland Mills, Mar. £»th, 1874.

scarcely

applying

St., opposite Kilby St., Boston

^‘elUre

inventors."

I
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fitly

have been troubled witli Scrofula.

.war.-i 1

f
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‘lpo’ a
ulcl'r broke on; on
i'1
il had
d from tino„i
“T;
“Iont."s
a,K° knee.
to the
*le‘lrl>
I could not move
nt.

J

.V’l l*an). 111 this condition
ntversity Medicines. At

the l

humor

nil

jeartul
stib8ide,
?eWlto
mel like a new

I commenced taking
first it drove out a
In a few days the humor
and the ulcer is now healed and I

over me.

being.
KI

1
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RUTH C If A M R U R U A1 N

CHARLES MASON,
Com’s’r of Patents.”

the!-

!/,!rw;?x
°Tt
worthy and

1,<;sit“tlon
p oy

<n

assuring inventors that

aman wore

more

competent amt trustof putting their
applicafor them an early and favor-

capable

form to secure
consideration at the Patent Office.
EDMUND BURKE, late Coni’a’r of Patents.”
“Mr. R. II. Eddy has made forme
over THIRTY
for Patents, having bee n successful in
applications
almost every case. Such unmistakable
proof of great
talent and ability on his part leads metorecommend
all inventors to
upply to him to procure their pa-

tents as they may be sure ol
the most fuithtul attention bestowed upon their
cases, and at very
reasonable charges.
JOHN TAGGART.”
Boston, Jan 1 1875.

having

Iyr27.

Hook

for

Every Woman.

SK.XFAL

PllYSlOl.OOY OF WOMAN,
AND H Id! DLSL \M.> or, Iranian treated
j 1‘hy
siologu'aliy and Pathol gically/ni health and disease*
irom Injunct/ to Out Ag>.
:\hv pages, bound in beau
tilul t rench cloth. V\ ith the
very best prescriptions
for prevailing diseases. Price $j.oo.
A

Hook lor

Evenbody,

1 he

|

Peabody Institute has also just put lished a
new hook
treating exclusively of NKKVOlS AND
.MI NIAL DIM A>I>, ..
than two hundred
octavo
royal
pages, twenty elegant engravings,
hound in substantial muslin,
price
l.ither of the above books are sent
by mail to any
part of the u-.i id, closely sraled, postage
paid, on
receipt t price. Or all three books sent to one ad
dn ss at the same time on r»*w
ipt of
is offered <>\, r
eight hundred and
abb

st

and

scien,'* and

only $4 Here
fifty pages of the
best primed and bound popular medical
literature, on subjects of vital importance

!1''’ lor *nPv
—barely enough to pay for mailing.
should be borne in mind that tln -» great Medical
Works are published by the H*rut»o«l> tlriluul

10

It

Q

honored institution, established with
the sole purj
d doing
good.
are, beyond all comparison, the most extra-

ie»iitu(4*.

an

large funds for
These

ordinary works on Pip doing} eve r published. There
is nothing whatever that the Married or
Single oj
either Se.v can either require or wish to know but
what is fully explained, and many matters of the
most important and interesting character are introduced, to which

no allusion « v* u can b« found in anv
other works in our language. All tin .Wit? ttiscov.
cries of the author, whose experience i- >uch ns

prob
ably never before fell to tin lot of any man, are given
in full. No person Humid be
.without these valua
ble books.

l'or two years I have been afflicted with
gastrites
Rheumatism ami heart disease. Four months ago l
called on Dr. Staples. 1 now consider mvself well.
Kennebuuk Me.
D WHlOliUUR

TESTIMONIALS.

I regard Mr. Eddy as
oneof the most canahh and
successiul practitioners with
whom 1 have had official intercourse.

.4
Kntitled.

>

an

ments, and all papers for Patents executed on reason
able terms, with despatch. Researches made to dt
termiue the validity and utility of Patents of Inven.
tions, and legal and other advice rendered in all
matters touching the same. Copies of the
claims ol
any patent furnished by remitting one dollar
As
signments recorded in Washington.
No Agency in the United .states
possesses svnerinr
facilities for obtaining Patents or
ie
ascertaining
J the
of inventions.
All necessity of a
journey to Washington to uro

Hie

It

-•

extensive practice of upwards of :uj
to secure Patents in the r uited
states;
Itritain, France, and other forcountries.
eign
Caveats, .Specifications, AssignAT Kit

>

indiscretions or ••xe»-s>t*«! of mature .ears.
is, indeed, a book h
every man, young and
middle-aged men in particular ;»oO page bound in
beautiful French .. Mb, illustrated, price on: SH.
T

l'his is to certify that my little
girl, five vears old,
was afflicted with scrolula
swellings on the neck, and
inflammation Oothalnm
ol the eye, and ne-irh
blind. She could not bear the
light without great
pam. She lias been under treatment of the l niver
sity Medicines about two months and the bunches
have all vanished and her eves are as well as ever
ARTHUR A. GRllUN,
v
Vo\.
10, 1-,
Small Point. Maine.

I-or tw enty years I have sufTered with Sen fula
and Salt Rheum.
My head, back and legs wore o\
ered with scaliuess of the skin. lia\
paid out hun
dreds of dollars to first class
physicians withoir
benefit. About four years ago, I put myself umh-r
treatment f the University Medicines and was cured
in one month, and there has been no
eruption <duee
s i FPH K.\ (
MU W N Saitmak. r,
No. .3 Commercial Wharf, house :7 C'hesnut >1
Portland, Nov. lo, \s7'i.

or

Nt r\uiis and Physical
Debility, Hypochondria,
Cloomy Forebodings, Mental Depression, Loss ot
Knergy, Haggard Countenance, Confusion of Mind
and Loss of Memory,
Impure State of Cm Blood,
ami all diseases
yt?i in,
arising from the i-.uin>k.->

Staples,
om

j

A years,continues
also In Great

tions in a

can

and Apothecary
.{moslg

AMERTCAX

able

A other make

EMEBV 8AMER.

patentability

r
J AVK REMOVED to their new Ranking Room
I T in Custom House Square, are prepared to re
ceive deposits, placing the same on interest on the
first days of June, July, August and September, and
December, January, February and March. Interest
being computed on same, the first Mondays of June

500

OTHKKS.

RICHARD M. MOODY
Druggist

hair.
IIAYOLIIV E has

won for itself
popularity which has never before
been equalled by any other preparation
recommended for the same purpose.
All who have used it are willing to
vouch fur its ability to perform all that
is claimed for it. It is without doubt
the best lioir Dressing ever used. Prepared by

1 contracted the >• »utIm »i
in .South Carolina
After

trying several physicians and getting no better I waobliged to give up my vessel and stopped some time
in Philadelphia to doctor, all to no benefit.
I titer

SEARSPORT, ME.

BA¥OLING; keeps the hair soli
land pliable.

more.

Office of Company, 10 Phoenix Row, or at the
Works, Head of Tide.
*5
BELFAST FOUNDRY CO.

Wit ness the names ol ’Gentlemen who testify
extraordinary merits
A. Uayford, Esq., Ex-Mayor,
Belfast M«-.
Israel Cox, Gen’l Ins. Agent.
Harrison Huytoid, Farmer,
P. M. Moody, Horse Trainer,
S. .J. Dean, Prop, of Livery Stall e Rockland
Eben W.Seavey, Hotel Keeper, No Srnr-vpwrt,
its

growing in public furor.

so

ON ALL

If ^r-

to

rluea,

came to

DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

furnish with-

a

largest

AND SORES

LARGE BOTTLE, 35 CENTS.
Don’t fail to try it. It is pleasant to take. See
I Diat th** name of F. W. Kinsman is blown in th»*
! glass.
-©^Sample Bottle and Circular Free..#.ft
F. W. KIM1IAI, Proprietor

Teams furnished for all occasions and at all
time-;
Cood and capable drivers lurnished when
re.niir.*.!
^‘Ciive me a call and trv my teams.

mv

ten months ago
fever and agu»

fever

ANI) OTHER ILLS OF

And all Disease, leading to Consumption.
U is prepared from
Vegetable Extracts and Barks,
td wonderful
healing properties, and this Balsam is
highly recommended by physicians, clergymen and

Carriages,

for the Blind!

DISEASES.

V.militv,
['remature Decline in Man,
Spermator
eniiiial Losses nocturnal and diurnal ),

foTKsrv.

SCRATCHES

dfZpTN ball, on
\
Washington
( O **
Brothers’

to

WOMANHOOD AND
Every

Unfailing Remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma
Bronchitis, Influenza, Soreness of

Jtieury Dunbar, Jr., has bought
iu«- stable foiiuerly
occupied by Kred Kim.

constantly adding

CO.,

e

CURES

Fop. SALK 11Y ALL DRUGGISTS.

opened a livery stable, stocked with
First-Class Horses, Now
Harnesses, &c.

Nyith

■s"ine

Removal !

eanuot

I

OINTMENT

An

-AND—

cnll and you

....

NERVOUS

purchase.—BinosL'i

ain

Will run until further no
tie* on ami after Monday,
I Me. Hili n> fallows.
Leave
i>ro* k-vil «'.Wasson's Wliarf.
-r-rg—y
lor Belfast on Mondav, Tueihursday and Friday at b ;n \. ,\i
11 K X I IK !% 1 M «„

ARABIAN

BELFAST TO MEW YORK

*T\

PIONEER.

j MANHOOD.

of.

JiiO 1 hose desiring I F RNITFRK will iind it greatly to their advantage to inspect these goods before

a

'*ent

S

STEAMER

eonsumjT-

FURNITURE,

Huy

UK LI

—

And other

a

(,

dyeing.

3mosl2eow.

PARLOR,

making

CFO

Belfast, Dec s, lsM.

HAIR OR WHISKER DYE,

Pile and Humor Cure.

Boston.

CHAMBER,

we

accompanied by Bill "1 Dv‘liufreight biil< mu>t be Fuul

In

Violins, Violas,

MISS

•v<

W hicli

luu't

duplicate. AH
delivery of good.'

j

TUTTLE,

FOWLE’S

Jlaymarket Square,

have

freight

All
in

$2 50
3 65

HUMAN MISERY.

High Street, Belfast.

Extension

St

\ \ !>

to the

FARE TO BOSTON,
LOWELL.

THE GREAT

von

or

LESS MONEY.

W. C.

we

WM. R. ROIX.

Capt.

Will leave Belfast for Boston every Mom*'
and Thursday at J I*. M
Returning will leave Boston «-verv Tues«Ai> " '5
Friday at ■> 1-2 P. M.

Employment,

P«ir an Organ. The BEST and CHEAPEST
>KGANS can be bought of

Owing

KATAHDIN,

satisfaction.

••

Don’t buy of parties that know
nothing about
•selecting an Organ.
Don’t buy of parties that iiinnot Time ami Ite.

Trade,
ing of

|

DC

One Word gs Sufficient for the wise i
third rate Organ, when
PRODUCTION. DdVl getbuy little
of WOOD’S
MASON & HAMTIN’S

Washington

give

to

An ! all olio-! Bum! instruments.
This is t«> certify that I have used remedied pur
chased of Dr. Peleg Staples of this city lor the ia-t
Double
six years in the Island ot Cuba, and in all cases with
! the best results, curing in every case where the n ine
Basses,
i dies
by the regular Physicians were u-<
Music Boxes,
| less and ot no avail J am satisfied that his inedi
cities are f ir superior to any other class ot medicineBrice* from s
POSITS received onterms as liberal and favorw hatever.
1 have been troubled uiyself with a noi-e I
DIM
\|
AND I 11- B- fur t lie soldiers,
orable to depositors as any Savings Bank in
The best
j in my left ear for a number of years, which has been
1
1
ABs
t,,r «iuirsir
In fact all musical
the State, and dividend declared on same the first
!11
playervery troublesome at times, and have been perfectly
instrument-* in common u-e.
f the best material,
of May and November. < Mfice hours from Oto 1: \
cured by Dr. Maples remedies
imported or manufactured. and of reasonable
M. and 1 to 4 i*. 31.
JOHN M.jKI.Dh.N Kngineer and Machinist.
Al-O all thing- m-.-.led to
JAS. O. PEXDLKToX. Pn-idcnr.
replace lost parts of in
Refers to M" tiibeon Uldeti at t
Portland
-trimieiiH. \ n 'in III.. I < .uitur -tring* and all Mu»icul
( HAS. F. CORDON, Treasurer
dmosUS.
\N ukpany
Mercluindi-*
1
*uh
I
IIAVNKS & (O
itjpp I Hurt House
•:::. ourt si., iso,tou.
TTom birth I have been affected with .Salt Rheum.
After employing several physicians, 1 called on Dr.
I want 1.000 agents to canvass for the COMStaples and cured. Three years have elapsed and 1
l'LKTK HKRBALIST, andTnk (inow ixtj Would.
have seen no return ol the symptoms since.
I will give such terms and furnish such
advertising
•JOHN H. WH.OIN.
facilities that no man need make less than $200 per
month and all expenses—no matter whether he ever
canvassed before or not.
Address l)r. O. PHKLIVS
BROWN, No. 21 Cram! street, Jersey City, N. .J.,
Dli. S lAiq. is— Dmr Sir
This is to cert if v that ! \.Jc
!'si t-if, in ,/
and full particulars will be sent by return mail.
iileif Jm'eh-in.
/•rue G cni(<
have suffered with Scrofula on my leg fur t*i.. m.-t
4 wBO
» Lmnr, on llm 4 alum.
eight years. 1 ha\ e used almost all kinds of medi-me
Tmlmnu
>
Hailhal
I could think of and employed our best
s» initial
Weakm--- or
physicians I
all to no benelit. The doctors said they could do no
Lmi.-sioh
more. I got discouraged and thought J never should
luip.'teip v N. rvou- D- hilitv. and lui
pediment- to Marriage gener.ihv. « .oi-umpfion,
get cured, but at last I heard of your Univer-itv
Medicine. Past Full 1 sent to you and got it,and after
hpilepsy, and Fits; vj. utai at d Bh
N-c- -l.y KoBLKI ,1 (TT.YKKW I I
four
of
bottles
the Cancer Plant, with the
i., M
D
using only
a
May Apple Pills and fur Ointment to go with it, thor ot tin “Breen Book \c
For Hair and Whis1 he world-removed autli. i. in t hi
I now consider myself entirely cured. I think the
admirable Lee
kers.
Changes light
tuie, clearly proves from his own
medicine is all that it i.- recommended to be and the
experi- uce that
or gray hair to a
jet best ever before the public. 1 would advise all -nt
the awful consequence-of self. Abuse
muv be
fleet
black, dark brown, or
removed
with
to
ually
without
Scrofula
use
the
auburn color. It confering
medicine, and without danUniversity Medicines.
tains no Sulphur or
Any one wishing any further proof of the benelit gerous surgical operation.-, bougie*, instruments,
that 1 have received from your medicine 1 should be
Lead, or other deleterings, or cordials, pointing out a mod. ot cur. it
once certain and
rious ingredient.
It
eflect util, l v vvbii h .very -nfl.-rer,
happy to answer all questions.
requires but a single
no matter w hat his com! it ion muv b.
Yours respect full v,
muv
i:
himapplication t*» effect
s.-lf cheaply, y.rivatelv and radical)-.
MRS.
SUSAN
(.■ARTUR
vits purpose.and washUii- riiis 1,,-lur, will I’l-urr a t m I. th
iiluchill Falls, Maine. March Jd, is? f.
ling is required after
din/ tnousa mi,:.
as In the case
under seal, hi
Jor other dyes. It is not
plain envelope, p> nnv .td'two separate articles
.1 r., on receipt nt
i \ feji [s .or I vv,,
..
1
/{as are most hair
len years ago I found myself
tiie Publish, -,
A.l.ir*
I v annoved
great
dyes), but a single
Catarrh. For seven years it giew 'worse and
C1IAS.
combination: and exJ.
C.
KLINE
&
finally unfitted me for business. Its ravages extend
perienced v\ holesale ed to my
liJ lloitnv, ■»«■» loiL:
lungs so that I was coutinuallv coughing
druggists, who have and
a pint of
1'•••••
ixwMiirwMii mt* viinuus wyes, pronounce it
raising from a half pint
p'.-t ( Hlil p, V 4,.N«
nit R'.si
tive
mutter
1
for
was
single preparation
changing the color of the hair
daily.
emaciated, mv appetite
which lias ever been brought to their notice.
gone, and my physicians told me they could do no
PRICE 50 CENTS. Satisfaction guaranteed in every
mure forme.
1 considered mv case about
hopeless
ease, or the money refunded. Prepared onlv bv (i. w
when I heard of some of the wonderful cures of the
THOMPSON, Rockland. Me. Sold by all dealers.
l mversity Medicines. I called at the branch office
and the doctor told me my case was not
hopeless,
and 1 went under his treatment and in three weeks
1 was a well man. My
A Book for
vigor and strength speedilv
Man,
returned, and in three months I had gained fill v I T i s r
i
Three years have elapsed and I
1 pounds in weight.
iition I* the c» lei r:tt< d medical woi k eiitM
have not had the least touch of the disease since.
titletl >KLi l’I\ L> l ,l;\ A 1 P >.\
11 treats upon man
Any one doubting this statemeht can address me
t1 <»«»i', how !>«-:, oow
my residence lit* (ongrr^s street. Portland. Maim
regained and how perpetuatod,
Nov. lo.
A. M. MolliiAN.
canse
and cure of l-'.xn ai.stki»
Im-

SEARSPORT

ORGANS!
for

(.'or

Line

independent
—F O K—

KTotice 2

of

CIINSIMKIIS,

AT COST OF

| j y ^ |,1 j, |( () |
$

Sanfords'

STAPLES, 250 Congress Street,

Catarrh was the chief cause of my troubles, and
he could cure me. Mv limbs were siiif and bloat, d,
es and throat sore, and
ev
my
iny head felt as if 1 had
I could not have believed tliut
a saw
mill in it.
three weeks could have wrought such a change in
me.
1 am now free Iroin the abov. trouble.-,. J
would say to those that are afflicted, give the medicine a trial and not be scared by the cry ot humbug.
J received more benefit from it iu one* week than 1
ever did from all the doctors and apothecary medicine, in mv life.
CHARLES SAW y HR, Commission Merchant,
Kill Commercial Street, Portland.
Aug. 1, is?:!.

Waterloo Road. ^

WORKS

Stock, I huvejust received
a

: It

Superintendent.

book free, explaining diseases,
remedies by writing to

a

ttiat

Bioekmakers.

JOINERS, &<•.

POTE & QUIMBY.

manufacturer,

and

Spar

^

cases

years my health has been failing, and aftrying the different remedies and doctor- without
benelit, three weeks ago 1 called at the University
lirunch, J.>o Congress street. The Doctor told im

T
ter

at

Rasi,

Leave Rockland lor Bath and
noj
all point' \\ est, at lo a. m. a/*v
due in Boat*'0 aX
~i.:io p. >i
7.30 and 10.30 p m
Leave Bath for Rockland at 9 a m. nnd 3.20 p X.
Arrive at Kockiaiui ut 11.40a. ti. and 5.55 p m. A
mixed train leaves Kuckland at i'..w a. M. Returning
leaves Bath at ll.::u ,v. M arri\ u.e iu Rockland at
■4.45 i>. M.
<’■ A. COMMils,
tft

price-’

i K I. K

We have a large list of patterns and as we
cast
from three to four times per week, can till
orders
upon short notice and low prices.
teirLeave 01 ders at

Main anil

our

Dec. 0, 1*71.

from tlie

rur

The most interesting feature of all is the very lowat which 1 am offering iny
goods. We shall
price
be pleased to show our (ioods to all who wish to
examine. Please call.

Corner of

can

CALVIN HERVEY, Phenix Row.

shoes made from this brand of iron are
infinitely
superior to those made of pot metal, and cost no

MOODY,
High Sts.,

—

Plated Table Knives.

Dolls, Cutlery, Perfumery of
till kinds, Children’s Tea
Setts, Toilet Soap,
Brushes, &c.

E. H.

Suits d* Pants!

ATo a full line of FORKS, SPOONS, See., of the
Pest Makers Heavy SILVER
PLAIT'. "ii line
NICKEL SILVER foundation.

Vases anti Toilet Sets,
Russia Leather Wallets.

N

will Hud a plenty of work at our Store in BelWe have began work in our Machine Room
where we shall manufacture Boys Si its, Coals
and Pants, and want a large number of Girls.

I

one of
Makingin ii tin*

line of goods and
stock of

t.f2S

or

found
new

public

Dining* and Tea Knives.

SPECTACLES & EYE GLASSES !
always large

in the same, informs the
that he is
now ready for business.
The old friends of
the house will find increased comforts, and new ones
will be welcome to as good fare as can be had anywhere.
The stable has shared the general improvement,
and with experienced and careful hostlers no pain*
will be spared in taking care of horses.
He has some fine LI VLKV STO( K, for the accommodation of those desiring good teams.
1L H. MITCH KLL.
Belfast, Dec. 2G, 1874 fiinos’.'n*

SiLVLR PLATED

I

a

proprietorship

i:s
fa si

PURCHASING !

IMMENSE SALE

Eyes

being

1’he subscriber, having recently assumed
of the above well known
House, and made extensive improvements

at

20tf

Belfast, July asitli. 1.17

This

HOUSE!

PHENIX

Good, Boys* Sfit Makers, and Pant Finisii-

Street, m ar l'orkin*
Curriuge Shop, where he h i-

AT MOODY’S

Work!

our

near

SAVE 25 CENTS!

pSYCHOMAN’CY,
How either sex
JL

OVAIABOS CI4w32

nearness

ROE.

AGENTS for t lie “LIFE AVD
PLOIIATIOANOF KIM
LI VI]|'G$TO!lC!.”
Complete, authentic; u
fresh book. Price suited to the times. Address,
B. B. Rl’SSELL, Publisher, Boston Mass.

4<

new

Its

can

at

EA

9M ■■■A WEEK guaranteed to Male and
0
0 Female Agents, in their locality.
0 0 Costs NO 1 11 I NG to try it. Partic0 0 ulars Free. P. O. VICKERY, Augusta, Me.

and furnished w ith all modern
Clerks in attendance at all
to the Lowell, Pastern, Fitchburg and Boston and Maine R.
It. Depots, offers special advantages to
those arriving late at night or taking early
morning trains. Board $2 o" a day.
S. H, DUMAS, Proprietor.
Late of Phenix Hotel. Concord, V II., and ProHead
Boar’s
Hotel,
Mampton lieach. ‘im'»l
prietor

Kntirely

hours.

Help! Help!

Hoys'

Canal Sts. BOSTON.

Causeway and
improvements.

DODGE'S
—

given to making and inserting
tf4G

<>«*!> VEST Makers
get I’i.kxty of Work
HERRIMAN. WARRINGTON & CO
in Belfast, and those living
GOODS (1X Monroe Store
Store
Mon
get work from
SHIPWIGHTS, SHIPSMITIIS,

DRY

the cost. Advertisements taken lor leading papers in many States at a tremendous reduction
front publishers’rates. Git Tin; book,

ik
ASTi

CIGARS.

steady employment

< >

Can be Found all the

showing

WANTPn
ff Mil I LU.

I

Cor.

VEST FACTORY AT BROOKS.

NO 5, Phoenix Row,

month to agents everywhere. Address EXCELSIOR M’l-;G C<>., Bnch

ABK

Can find

i. 11. Wtm Help!

a

V E11XI .** I H 4m : Cheap: G ood : Systematic.
All persons who contemplate making
;ontraets with newspapers for the insertion of advertisements, should send 23 ceiitN to Gko. 1*.
ItowKi.i. & Co., 41 Park Row, New York, for their

KEY

MAKERS!

Brooks, dun. 14, 1.875.

A WEEK to Agents to sell an article
bP 6 fj saleable as four. Protits immense. Package free. Address BICKEYE M’FG CO-. Marion,
Dliio.

man, Mich.

VEST

-THAT AT-

a

late Hon. Tho. E. Bramlette was the real husiness manager of the gift concerts already given
in aid of the Public Library of Kentucky, be
and he is hereby authorized to take the place
made vacant by the death of said Bramlette, in
the management of the affairs of the tilth and
last gift concert, and that the* drawing announced for February 27. !w7'. shall positively and
unequivocally take place on that day without
any further postponement or delay on anv account whatever.
R. T. DFRRETT, Pres.
J»>n\ s. Fain, Secretary.

^

Work!

Improved Dental Plates.

House
WEST| Arlington

100 GOOD EXPERIENCED

}

meeting of the Trustees of the Public
Library of Kentucky, Jan. hi, is;;,, it was resolved that <'. M. Briggs, Esq., who under the
At

for the celebrated

Work!

WELLS.

F.

Death of Gov. Bramlette Action of the
Trustees A Successor Appointed No
More Postponements-Drawing Certain February 27th.

The Silyek Mines.
Newburyport,
February (i. The interest in the silver
mines increases. A part owner in the
Chipmnu lode was to-day offered $750,001)
tor his interest, and refused,
demanding
$1,000,000. A New York company is inin
lands
vesting heavily
adjacent to the
recently discovered silver veins. They
have just purchased one tract tor $30,000,
and secured a refusal of several others,
intending to prospect as soon ns the snow
is off the ground. It is estimated that
with the new machinery being put in, the
mine now being worked will yield $5000
per day. People are enthusiastic on the

The Centennial.
Applications for
space continue to come in very rapidly.
Some ol the most valuable and finest pictures ot Europe will be at the exhibition.
French artists will be particularly well
represented. The price of admission to
the Exhibition has been fixed by the Commission at 50 cents. This is as low as the
A volume valued at $3000 is supposed to price ot admission to the Vienna World's
The exhibition of labor-saving
be owed somewhere in this country It was Fair.
and that of specimens ol the
published in London in 1830, and is tin ac- machinery
natural wealth of this country in minercount", with the reproduction of documen- al
deposits—of iron, zinc, slate, marble,
tary evidence,ol the marriage of George IV
will be the
strongest points ol the
with Mrs. Fitzherbert. The issue of this <fcc,
to be a son, the legitimate American department.
is
said
marriage
It was lor a
successor ol
George J\
1 lie poet who sent an effusion entitllong time supposed that the whole edition
had been suppressed. What was at the ed, ‘‘Nothing hut Leaves,” to a
paper for
time supposed to be the last copy was publication, is on the
ragged edge of morbought three years ago by the British tification. The poem appeared "as “Nothgovernment for $23,000. It is now report- ing but ]• leas.” \\ hen the compositor was
ed that one more copy ol the book remains, reasoned with, he said he
thought there
and that is in this couutry. The sum of ought to he somethiug
lively” about the
offered
for
its
is
$3000
production.
poem.

B.

Money Refnnflefl.
...

.
Also,

Dr. Folsom’s

Particular attention
artificial teeth.

GARS, P ut up in Tin Boxes.

FELLOWS’ BYF0PB0SPB1TES.

Drawing Certain

Colored

ur

DENTAL ENGINE!

Boston,

FOL

lBrin«i|»** de tialeti

of
corner of Church
and
Streets.
Has all the latest
instruments for operating upon teeth, in

and tedious than by the old methods. Teeth inserted in Rubber or Celluloid Base, as persons prefer,
lie has the country right for the use of

ESTABROOK,

chronic

The University Medicines cure diseases that phys
icians cannot cure and consequently prouounce iiiuu
incurable. Catarrh i^the inoiiier ui consumption,
Scrofula, Salt Ulicuin, and many other utseases
hitherto considered incurable, readily weld under
treatment ol the University Medicines. Some ol its
gre; lest cures are of a nature that will not permit
certiiicates to be made public, such as Spermatorrhoea, tUe greatest uestioyer ol humanity on the lace
How many bewail the lo-s ol precious
ot the globe.
vitality without having the least idea of the cau-e.
1 heir manhood is daily vanishing, and they are gliding into a stage ol hopeless decay. Its victims ate
among all ages, sexes and stations. It i> dragging
millions yearly to insanity and premature graves.
Motheis be carelul whom you lei your chiluren associate and sleep with, lest tile viper commence the
work ot destruction before \ou are aware ot us deadly -ting. \ ou cannot exercise too much cure to
guard against this horrid evil. There is not one
lamily in ten exempt from it. Any one eau have a
book treating on tne malady by enclosing a tamp
and sending to me lor it. 1-ictitious names can be
used if prelt ruble, i have cured guuu cases of this
life and soul destroying malady within three years
in the New England States and Cunada. 1 have invariably lound that the foundation oi destruction
was laid before the victim was old enough to know
of its evils. Do not let false modesty stand in the
way ol treatment before the constitution is ruined.
I he blood is the life, and all chronic disease- come
from impure blood, either hereditary or contracted.
Then how worse than useless it is to attempt a cure
without removing the cause, by purifying ttie blood,
if females ulllicted with disea.-i peculiar to their .-ex,
will understand this natural law, they will never
subject themselves to the use of the speculum or to
cru-tie or drastic injections. An ulcer should be
treated by keeping t lie parts clean amt cutting oil the
fountain head of the di-ease by purilving the blood,
and it cannot be cured in any other way.
It am
ladies ulllicted with this disease will address me i-V
letter or personally, 1 will put them in a way to trem
themselves successfully
tune bottles ol* the T.\
tract of < aucer Plant will puiify the blood more
than all the apothecaries and patent medicines in
existence.
Tortile want of room I can present but comparatively lew certificates. Any one wanting more testimony can have ii by sending lor circular and book.
Kill that Mother of ( oiisunipiiou by curing vour
Catarrh, which, with the light treatment i- a.- curable as auy other disease, the opinion of all the doctors in the world to the contrary notwithstanding,
i n addition to hundred* ol testimonials of cures, t he
following is from one ot the oldest and most leliabh*
citizens ol Portland.

by which the process is rendered much less painful

ESTABR00K& EATON,

Commencing Monday,Aug. 17, 18/4
Two Throwjh Trains to Boston, Daily.

can be treated by letter.
Advice tree.
Agents wanted in every town.
Staples’ Compound Tar Ointment cures Piles in M
hours, cures chilblains, chapped hands, sore lips,
sore nose ; good for all kinds of sores.
Price Oh ct
per package. The money will be refunded where i{

Moore,

MORRISONS

Cl IA X Ct F O F TIM K.

Cases

Spring

improved
eluding

Knox and Uncoln Railroad.

Agent for the Xew England States aud

General

LINCOLN, Supt.

Dominion.

Successor to Dr. 0. MOORE.
May -rill be ftund at the old stand
Dr.

L. E.

Portland, Maine,

DR. Gt. P. "LOMBARD,

4w32

Bate WILDER &

PEL EG

fails

this distressing complaint is

N-.J.

Also,

be had.

with the necessary

DENTISTRY!

r for f irs, never having failed in a single case. 1 lie
ingredients may be obtained f;..m any druggist. A
copv sent free to all applicants by mail. Address
Dk. »>
PiiKl.t’s Blown, Jl (Band Street, .Jersey

Cotton

him will receive

3mos30

Fits!

Dexter, Bangor and SI. Johns, 3 30 I*. M
Trains are dm* at Belfast I'-’ 31 and 7 :35 P. M

than all other medicines and doctors combined. It
most
is not a patent medicine, but prepared by the
skillful physicians in the world. Hundreds of certificates of cures of citizens ot Portland and icinity

Artificial Teeth Manufactured.
tilled in the best manner.
lrylO.

teeth.
Teeth

more

Junction, Lewiston and skowhegan,

For Danville
8 A. 31.

Kidney Diseases.
Xeuralgia.
Dyspepsia.

It has cured

AFTER Monday, Nov. 17, Trains will
for Boston, Port land, Augusta and
stations 8 A. M. and 3:30 P. M.

AN’I)
leave

Southern Fever.

them up.

given

:nts.

ARRANGE'

ON Belfast
intermediate

will reach all cases that are curable.
It has cured thousands after their physicians had

SEARSPORT, ME.
Special attention paid to extracting

prescription
was discovered by him in such a providential inann-r that he cannot conscientiously refuse to make
it known, its it has cured everybody who has used

City,

to

WINTER

It

Office in Gordon Block, Main St.

by

J. 15. Wadlin will be found ai the old stand
I*.
for a short time, where all those who have uu>ettied account- will please call and settle the same.
Per Order
.LIT WADLIN.
Chios.‘28

Dropsy.

3o0

DU.

now made known in a Treatise (of 4fs octavo pages)
! mi Foreign and Native Herbal Preparations, pubDr. < >. Phi-:Li’s Blown. The
lished

MKKRILL

loOO

B EMTIST !

favorite Mower is again offered to the farinI ers of Maine and the Provinces, for the coming
Four years of uninterrupted success is sufseason.
ficient evidence of merit. In localities where no
agencies are established, correspondence is solicited
from responsible parties.
FRED ATWOOD, Gen’l Agent.

j

Salt Rheum.

1000

M. L. M A G 0 0 N

spills

WADLIN & MERRILL.

2000

1000

can

1875.

A SL UE (THE for

Private Diseases.
Scrofula.

«•

at Law!

business entrusted
rompt attention.

-ECU AS

or

3000

goo

‘MEADOW KING MOWER,’

Tin Roofing Made a Speciality! Epilepsy

Spermatorrhcea.

*•

1IARADEN BLOCK, Belfast, Me,

Address Senate
N B.
of the Legislature.

3000

Me.

Wallace,

Attorney

cured in tin*

and Canada,

2000

14 MAIN STREET. BELFAST.
Office formerly occupied
by E. K. Boyle.

geo. e.

positively

Pulmonary Consumption.
Female Diseases.
Piles.

2000

at Law!

Attorney

States

within three years,
2000 cases of Rheumatism.
3000
Catarrh.
10(h)
Deafness and Eye Diseases.
1000

JOHNSON,

E.

All

JOB WORK

»

DOLLARS

G.

ALL KINDS OF

DONE TO ORDER.

Searsport,

paper, but

on

England

io,000

mare.

——-

It is said that not a single journeyman median- ;
Repairing STOVES, TIN & IRON WARE. i.EAD
ic K now at work in the construction department
RIPE & PI MP', with neatness and dispatch.
at Kittery navy yard; the work, what little
there is. i> carried torward by the bosses and
apprentices. In the steam engeneering department things are but little better, some half dozen men only being at work.

tJclu ^tfficrtiscmcnts.

.six years old.
front a fast “Drew”

V

terly

**•

KNOX GELDING,
Sired by “(iilbrith Ivnox”

/_jl One-half interest only lor sale, and for
}
sale only to an experienced trainer for speed. He
is coal black, very strong, of great endurance, certainlv fast, (how last 1 don’t know,) and he is sound,
kind, free from tricks, and as I think valuable. Exnvrienced trainers only need apply.
I have also a TWO YEAR OLD STALLION
from a “Drew” mare whose record is 2.38; sired by
“Gideon,” the celebrated Hambletonian.
1 will give one quarter interest to an experienced
horseman who will keep and manage him until he
“Jockies” need not apply.
u four years old.
\VM. E. CURRIER.
3w31
Camden, Feb. 4,1875.

as

As any

A BLACK

Xew

Agents Wanted.
i5ox K'-

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

UNIVERSITY MEDICINES
Have cured not

$15 to 8100
ilAO AGENTS WANTED.
<*5>VF vFa montii to male or female. Article tie
sired by every family. Steady employment given.
Address, witb stamp. I. >• Hntij’KS & Co-,

For Sale.
_

the

Over

tfitl

[fast, Feb. 4, 1875.

I!,

A'c.

are

Together with the fools and Machinery, are now
prepairing ourselves to furnish ALL the old customers, and AS M a \W XKW <)XKS as are pleased to
give us a call, with nil kinds of goods in our line,

news soon got among the men.
became demoralized, and a rush
was made tor the w agons containing the
It was speedily divided up
treasure.
among them, the officers being unable to
restrain the men.
Among the lucky ones
Since the discovery of the great "bonanzl,
were two soldiers belonging to Company
stock gambling has spread among the industrial
li. Third Tennessee mounted infantry of: classes of s:'.!i Kransisco like a contagion, and
"uuu
they arc withdrawing their deposits from tlx j
.uumu
m
\ ;iu^rnun
banks to a large extent. One servant
Oni! of them was named Al- j savings
Trii: --'u.
girl drew out §070 and lost it in a week.
lici t SL'-M'iis, and the other we will call .1 ;
J' .'ones
They lnnl charge of a wagon ! A man, who was seen coming out of a Texas
and wlien newspaper office with a split nose and with only
con aiiiing $L'>n,0UO in gold;
tin? jianic spread among the soldiers and one eye and one ear. explained to a policeman
the cry was “sauve qui pent," they re- that lie entered the office simply to see whether
the editor was in. “And lx* was in,” added the
tained their presence of mind and drove victim,
mournfully.
oil in the woods, where they divided the
r-TTw ■ —T"
and
-onie
$75,000 apiece,
money, making
separated, Stevens taking his to his home
in Tennessee, where lie buried it, confiding its hiding place to his mother, a very
old lady. Finding that it would be danJ| gjfc—The choicest in the world —Import
W ^ers prices—Largest company in Ami ri
in
for
him
to
remain
Tennessee,
nWca—staple article—pleases everybody
gerous
-Trade continually increasing
Agents wanted
owing to the unsettled condition ot tilings everywhere—best
inducements—don’t waste tine—
divided
the
there,
people being equally
send for Circular to Rohkkt W lls, 42 Vesey St..
X. V., P. O. Box 1287.
on the question of the war, lie went to
Georgia, where he found .Jones, who had
bought a small place and was quietly waiting until it would be safe for him to return home.
THE MENTAL RENOVATOR,
Stevens staved awhile with Jones, and THE ASSISTANT TO THE FOILING
.STUDENT,
to
then went to another part of Georgia
it rki.i i:vks thi;
visit some relatives. Before going, howPALPITATING,GRIEF-STRICKEN HEART,
ever. he informed Jones about the hiding
AM) CiVKS
o| Ids money and Jiis mother's knowledge BUOYANCY TO THE TIRED BRAIN
of its whereabouts. As soon as Stevens
«)!• Till. H AKK ASS1.I .MAN Oj 1l' SIN I. S S.
was
gone, Jones mounted hi- horse and
made a bee-line for ’Tennessee, to the
place where Stevens lived. Arriving there
lie presented bis comrade's mother with
a forged letter, purporting to come from
TO THE AMOUNT OF TWO
FIVE
her son, directing her to deliver the money HUNDRED THOUSAND ARE MILLION
TO BE DISTRU 1
to Jones, which the old lady did.
Jones BUT ED ON THE 27 th FEBRUARY BY THE
then started dTect tor California. Arriv- CRUBRIC LIBRARY OF KY., I RON THE ()(
Vs*ION OF 1 HEIR FIFTH AND IASI' Oi.Ning here lie purchased a large tract of CER 1.
land in Mendocino county, land being
very low at that time, has since amassed
or
a large fortune in addition to his
ill-gotten gains,
and is now highly respected (»N 1(,RANI) CASH GIFT.
$250,00"
ONE (.RAM) CASH GIFT.100,0(0
and a member of the church.
GRAND CASH GIFT.
75,000
In the course of time, Stevens having ONE
ONE (.RAND ( ASII GIFT.
50,0(0
ascertained that it would be safe, started (>N E G1 {ANI) CASII GI FT. 25,000
5 Cash Gifts, $20,00" each.
for home, possibly dreaming of a future
100,000
10 Cash Gifts,
14,000 each,. 140,000
life of ease and comfort on some blue15 ( ash Gifts, 10,000 each,
150,000
20 Cash Gifts,
grass farm,—raising fat cattle and blooded
5,000 each,. 100,000
25 Cash Gifts,
4,000 each,. 100,000
horses,—tlii- being your average Kentuck20 Cash Gifts,
2,000 each,.
90,000
ian's or Tennesseean’s idea of an earthly ;
50 Cash Gifts,
2 000 each,.
10u,(»oo
1"0 Cash Gifts,
1,000 each. 100,000
paradise. On reaching home he soon
240 Cash Gifts,
500 each,.
120,000
lound out iiis loss. Buckling on his revol500 Cash Gifts,
lOOeacli,
50,000
ver, he scoured the entire South and West
19,000 Cash Gifts,
50 each,. 950,000
in search of his faithless Iriend, vowing to
siioot him on sight, and only recently asWhole Tickets, $50. Halves, $25. Tenth, or each
Coupon, $5. Eleven Whole Tickets. $50u.
certained his whereabouts, he is now in
correspondence with a prominent lawyer For Tickets, or information, address
1 H<>
E. BRAMLETTE, Agent and Manager,
ot this city, and an attempt will shortly
be made to bring Jones to account through Louisville, Kv.
the courts.
PUBLIC LIBRARY OF KENTUCKY

The

They

and iron W

I

Subscriber offers for sale
house and store combined
on Church Street, second
from the Court House. The build.
"
jug i* 21 by 34 f et, two stories,
above for family and a good store
rooms
with seven
Apple on
timl one room below—all in good repair.
DAVID DUKUIN.
to

th."uremiw

iu

ATWOOD W. HARDING of Troy,
of Waldo, and State of Maine, give my
9 County
ninor son, Losing L. Harding, aged nineteen
claim none
■ears, his time from this date. I shall
d'his earnings, nor pav any of his debts, contracted
ATWOOD W. HARDING.
tereafter.
«:iw:W
Troy. Feb. 0, 1W5.

rpiIE
I bis

having become successors to J.
by the purchase of his stock of

THE NEW YORK

Freedom Notice.

For Sale.

New Firm!

daughter

About 4 years ago my
daughter f, years old, w as
tiering from the e fleet 8 of Lung and Pleurisy fever.
was so emaciated and feeble we
had but little
hopes of her recovery. The Doctors could give no
encouragement. I applied to l)r. Staples. Under
his treatment she soon began to
improve. In a few
months she was able to go to school and lias
since
been perfectly well. I know the treatment
saved
hw
CAPT.J. H. THORNDIKE,
No' ls St- •-“"'rvuev at. Portland.
Nov 2fi lb't
su

Slie

The press throughout the
country, the
clergy und the medical faculty generally highly » xtol
these extraordinary and useful works. The most

fastidious may read them.
Address the Peabody Mi:imcai. I nstiti tk, No.
1 Bulfinch st.
(oppositeRevere Homo Boston, Mass
N. It. The author and consulting physicians can be
consulted on all the above named diseases, and all
\n’i»
diseases requiring sk ii
\i*Kiukncl.
Iyl8

Plow Handles! Plow Beams!
I am prt'pared to furnish at short notice, any stvle
of Handle that may he wanted, from the best'of

Connecticut Oak,
ished in any

R. H.

first-class furnworkmanship,
at bottom
prices.
UKD A I WOOD,
Me.
Winterport,
iien’l Ag’t Higganum
Mfg. Co.

quantity,

1-

MOODY, Agt. for Belfast. t‘-4
HILLARD M, GRIFFIN, Agt. fur Stockton,
KIDDEH’g HOTU^SSg!*3mos26

harlvstuwn, Mass,

